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no sense trying.
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Unfortunately,
mistakes were made
by the staff members.
Steve Newton•
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'LIGHTS' ON
A light-hearted show using the
music of three early American
composers is planned for the
56th annual production of
Campus Lights at Murray
State University Jan.
28-31.Page 12

SPORTS
Valerie Shelton reached the
1,000-point career plateau with
a 19-point effort Tuesday
night as the Calloway Co.
Lady Lakers defeated Mayfield 61-51 in Fourth District
competition. Page 8

FORECAST
Becoming cloudy with a
chance of rain by morning.
Low in the mid 30s. East wind
5 to 10 mph. Rain chance 50
percent. Wednesday, periods
of rain. High around 50.
Chance of rain 80 percent.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.4, -0.2; below 319.1, -0.1
BARKLEY LAKE
354.4, -0.3; below 323.3, -0.2
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their hi:me-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
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CLASSIFIEDS

U.S.fighters
attack Iraqi
missile sites
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
Air Force jets attacked Iraqi air
defense sites in the northern "nofly zone" today while the Bush
administration moved several
Navy warships into the region
with a warning that more attacks
could take place.
A senior defense official,
speaking on condition of
anonymity, said the aircraft carrier USS John F. Kennedy was
moving into the eastern Mediterranean today. In addition, the
guided missile cruiser USS Belknap with Vice Adm. T. Joseph
Lopez, commander of the U.S.
6th Fleet, aboard, had left a Portugal port call earlier than scheduled to enter the Mediterranean.
Accompanying the Kennedy
are two Aegis-class cruisers, the
USS Leyte Gulf and USS Gettysburg, both of which are capable
of firing Tomahawk cruise missiles, the official said.
At the White House, spokesman Marlin Fitzwater called
today's skirmishes over northern
Iraq "a defensive attack." But he
refused to rule out more strikes in
the final 24 hours of the Bush
administration.
"We continue to watch Iraq's
behavior. We certainly would not
hesitate to respond if necessary,"
said Fitzwater.
Meanwhile, the Vatican said
today that it has accepted an Iraqi
request to ask the United Nations
to press for dialogue and halt
military action in Iraq. And Iraq
today asked President-elect Clinton to abandon the allied air raid
campaign, insisting that continued attacks will not force
cooperation by Baghdad.
The officials who disclosed
today's ship movements stressed
that the additional Navy firepower was a precautionary move triggered by the escalation of hostilities in Iraq in recent days.
Today's skirmishes in the
northern no-fly zone came after
an Iraqi missile and radar installation "locked on" to one U.S.
jet and a second fighter drep
Iraqi anti-aircraft artillery fire, a
Pentagon official confirmed.
The renewed hostilities — a
day after a coordinated allied
attack on Iraq's southern defense
network — came as the carrier
Kennedy moved within striking
distance of Iraq in the eastern
Mediterranean.
In the first incident, at about
2:40 a.m. EST, an F-4G Wild
Weasel fired a missile at an Iraqi
surface-to-air missile and radar
installation after the radar
"locked on" to the American
plane, an act that U.S. pilots consider a provocation, the Pentagon
official said, speaking on condition of anonymity.
In a separate episode about
three hours later, two F-16 Fighting Falcons dropped several clus• TURN TO PAGE 3

SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY SINCE 1879

CANDLELIGHT VIGIL

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

Sheriff owes $77,824 for
excessive tax collections
By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Ledger a Times Staff Writer

STACEY CROOK/Ledger & Times photo

Nicole Cooper, Louisville. and Robert Cathey, Reidland, were
among approximately 30 who braved frigid weather to participate
in a candlelight march Monday evening at Murray State University in honor of the late Dr. Martin Luther King's birthday.

collection costs include not only
funds actually expended by the
Sheriff's office but also funds
expended by the Fiscal Court,
directly or indirectly.
He ruled that the school district
is entitled "to recover the difference between the sheriffs commission withheld and the direct
and indirect costs (of both the
sheriff and Fiscal Court) times
one-eighth paid by the sheriff."
Steve Sanders, attorney for
Williams, said he will ask the
Court of Appeals to re-examine
the one-eighth designation set by
Paxton and used by Stout.
He also noted that Stout chose
to use Williams' exhibits in
determining the costs incurred for
collections.
"In his own testimony to the
court, Jack Rose admitted that he
never filed any exceptions to the
sheriff's accounting reports. The
state auditor's office has never
notified the sheriff that he is
overcharging," Sanders said.
Stout is also allowing the
school district to recover "interest
at the legal rate from the date of
the judgment until paid in full."
That's the section of Stout's
report that concerns Rose.
"I want to see us recover from
the time that he began to collect
the taxes in 1986, not from the
time of the court judgment.
"If we could do that, we would
be looking at an overall recover
between $80,000 and $100,000,"
Rose said.
Rose said when he first became
school superintendent in Calloway County, he began negotiating with then Sheriff Maurice
Wilson concerning the commission charged to collect the school
taxes.
By law, the sheriff's office can
keep 1.5 percent to 4 percent of
the collected tax.

A special commissioner has
ruled that the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department owes the
county school district $77,824 for
excessive tax collection charges
made by the sheriff from 1986 to
1992.
Sheriff J.D. Williams said
Tuesday morning that he will
appeal the decision.
"As a whole. the $77.824 judgment is close to what we anticipated was owed to the school district." said Calloway Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose.
The Calloway County School
District filed suit against Sheriff
Williams in December 1990,
claiming the department's collection fees pull money away from
education.
An earlier ruling by Caldwell
County Circuit Judge Willard
Paxton ordered Williams to base
his collection fees on the "actual
and reasonable cost of collection"
instead of charging a revenue
percentage which allowed him by
law to demand 4 percent of the
collected tax.
By charging a 4 percent fee
based on revenue, Paxton found
the department created "an artificially high figure for the...cost of
collection of school taxes."
Williams has said in the past
that the 4 percent charge was less
than actual collection costs.
In a partial summary judgment
entered in January 1992, the
Court ruled that one-eighth or
12.5 percent allocated expenses
will be reflected as the costs of
collecting the portion of school
taxes.
Alan Stout was appointed special commissioner to determine
the specific amount of money
owed by Williams' office to the
school district.
Stout found that Williams' tax • TURN TO PAGE 2

Mayall reinstates suit against trustees
By GINA HANCOCK

'
Murray Ledger& Timm Staff Writer

A civil suit and countersuit
between a former pastor and trustees of Eastwood Baptist Church
have been on a roller coaster ride
since the original filing in
September.
Dr. Lynn Mayall dropped the
original suit against five East-

wood trustees as well as associate
pastor Jim Owens Nov. 4.
The defendants, including
Owens, Gerrald Boyd, Steve
Treas, John Brittain, Jerry Conley
and Bill Harrell, had filed a counterclaim against Mayall which
they refused to drop despite Mayall's withdrawal.
The dispute between Mayall
and the trustees began in May

when the minister resigned after a
Within the context of his civil
dispute with trustees over church
suit, Mayall claimed that Boyd
financial matters.
and Owens made defamatory
He and his wife Mary were
statements about his personal
indicted in August of theft and
character which he said are
complicity to theft by unlawful
actionable as slander.
taking of over $300 from
Other charges against the
Eastwood.
defendants in the Mayall suit
Mayall's attorney, Rick Jones, include destroying Mayall's repufiled a motion Jan. 5 for order to
reinstate the complaint.
• TURN TO PAGE 2

Independent ethics commission praised, criticized
Some duties proposed for
111 new Kentucky Ethics
Commission:
*investigate complaints.
*Hold hearings and determine probable =Wan.
*Publish ethics manual.
*Offer mandatory training
courses for public officials and employees.
*Issue advisory opinions.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — It is one
of the most nagging questions
that will have to be answered if
the General Assembly is to pass a
code of ethics.
Who will be the arbiter of
ethics?
The idea proposed by a task
force of legislative and executive

officials would be the Kentucky
Ethics Commission, an agency
envisioned as the judge, jury,
prosecutor and preacher of ethics.
It would be composed of four
citizen members with no government connections at all and a
retired judge as chairman.
But the scope of authority and
membership of an ethics panel
are two crucial questions in the
upcoming ethics debate that raise

other questions.
Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, DLouisville, favors a powerful
commission, but only if all levels
and branches of government arc
to be covered by a code of ethics,
which he prefers.
Sen. Joe Meyer, D-Covington,
said such a powerful entity would
become a huge bureaucracy.
NI TURN TO PAGE 3

Ice slickens roads
in western Kentucky
•
•
.

To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.
•

•

•

•

•

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular effice hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

By STACEY CROOK
Murray Ledger a Tame Staff Writer

Law enforcement officers,
rescue workers and hospitals
were busy Monday when icy
weather descended upon Western
Kentucky.
According to Kentucky State
Police Trooper Chuck Robertson,
officers in Post I responded to a
total of 22 wrecks from 9 a.m. to
midnight.
There Were no fatalities
reported.
Most accidents were minor, he
said. Many occurred on frozen
bridges and overpasses.
Chief Deputy Dan Bazzell
said the sheriff's department
worked three wrecks Friday.

None of those were serious.
According to reports from the
Murray Police Department, officers responded to two accidents in
the city. One was minor with no
injuries involved.
However, a house was
damaged when a car driven by
Anthony R. Collie, 33, Rt. 4,
Murray, struck the building at
approximately 2:40 p.m. Road
conditions were wet but not icy.
According to reports, Collie
was traveling east on Ash Street
when he lost control at the
intersection of Ash and Cherry
Streets. The car hit the house of
Johnny Mae Gammons, 500 N.
Cherry St.
GINA RANCOCKotedger a Times photo

Several accidents like this one were reported throughout West Kentucky Monday when icy weather
hit the area. Most accidents were minor and no fatalities were reported.

II TURN TO PAGE 2
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FROM PAGE 1
Rose said neither Wilson nor
Max Morris, who followed Wilson as sheriff, charged the school
district for collection.
When David Balentine took
office, Rose said he began charging 1.5 percent and finally took
up to 4 percent for collections.
"I talked to J.D. at various
times trying to get him not to
take the full 4 percent, but in the
beginning 1 didn't feel that the
commission he withheld was
worth a legal battle.
"But when the district was
forced to raise taxes by the 1990

Kentucky Education Reform Act, 1990 to 1992, Williams withheld
we couldn't ignore the fees any slightly less than the full 4
longer," Rose said.
percent.
"If I understand things, the
According to a court exhibit, sheriff
will appeal this decision
Williams collected $407,895 in even
though, by using his exhi1986 for school taxes. His com- bits to
calculate costs, the court
mission for that collection was has given
him every advantage.
$16,316, $6,882 above what
"1 just think an appeal is going
Stout said is his actual cost of to cost the
county and the school
collecting school tax.
district more dollars in the long
By 1992, Williams was collect- run," Rose said.
Both parties have within 10
ing $1,372,109 in school taxes,
withholding a commission of days of the filing of Stout's
$39,185, which the court found report to enter any objections.
was $22,569 in excess of his Stout also noted that the court
may adopt the report, modify it
acutal costs.
Rose pointed out that from or reject it.

PERIOD COVERED

SCHOOL TAXES
COLLECTED

SHERFF'S
COMMISSION
WITHHELD

7/1/86-6/30/87
7/1/87-6/30/88
7/1/88-6/30/89
7/1/89-6/30/90
7/1/90-6/30/91
7/1/91-6/30/92

$407,895
$455,591
$477,454
$532,195
$1,306,408
$1,372,109

$16,316
$18,224
$19,068
$21,288
$43,761
&39,185
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TOTAL DIRECT AND
INDIRECT COST OF
TAX COLLECTION

SHERIFF'S ACTUAL
AND REASONABLE
COST OF CO4.LECT1ON
OF SCHOOL TAX
(TOTAL DIRECT
AND INDIRECT
COSTS X 125)

$75,476
$85,771
$114,140
$105,839
$125,204
$132,931

$9,434
$10,721
$14,267
$13,330
$15,650
$16,616

AMOuNT WITHHELD
SY SHERIFF
IN EXCESS OF
ACTUAL COST

$6,882
$7,503
$4,801
$7,958
$28,111
$2,569

•Ice slickens

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross
Insurance
Agency

Commissioner's summary of Calloway County school tax
collection for periods ending June 30, 1987 through 1992
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RED TAG SALE

Four Days Only
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday & Saturday

FROM PAGE 1
No injuries were reported. Collie was arrested and charged with
driving under the influence, driving on a suspended operator's
license and no insurance.
Two local residents were
injured on dangerous roads.
Theresa C. Knight, 47, Rt. 4,
Murray, was taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital after
her car struck a guard rail at
approximately 3 p.m. Friday.
According to state police,
Knight was traveling north on
U.S. 641 S. when she lost control
of her 1989 Toyota on an icy
bridge. She was wearing her

shoulder harness but not her lap
belt.
Regina Hutchens and her two
children, Tommy Ray, 13, and
Ruth Ann, 11, all of Farmington,
were involved in a one-car accident Friday on Ky. 1890 approximately two miles north of
Sedalia.
According to state police
reports, at approximatley 4:50
p.m. Hutchens' 1987 Ford Van
slid off the icy road into a ditch
and overturned. Hutchens was
wearing her seatbelt.
She and Tommy Ray were
treated and released at Community Hospital in Mayfield.

•Mayall reinstates...
FROM PAGE 1
tation and earning capacity and
seizing control of the decisions
and assets of Eastwood.
The trustees' counterclaim
alleges Mayall wrongfully took
and converted to his own use
sums of money and other property assets of the church.
They are seeking an accounting

and judgment for all sums.
Max Parker, attorney for
Owens and the trustees, told
Jones in a letter dated Oct. 16:
"One of our defenses to your
complaint is that the alleged slanderous statements allegedly made
by my clients were in fact true
statements."
Jones is in the process of taking depositions in the case.

\Os itei•

January 20-23

Join us for a two-day celebration
of the birthdays of two Scottish people:
Poet Robert Burns
and Murray's namesake, John L. Murray
;

Friday,January 22
Symposium,3:30 p.m., Wrather West Kentucky Museum
Free!
Bums Supper,7 p.m., Curris Center Ballroom
Admission charged
Guest speaker: Dr. Jeffrey Williams
a

Saturday,January 23
Tartan Brunch, Faculty Club, 309 North 14th Street
Admission charged
After brunch, take a tour of exhibits
at Wrather West Kentucky Museum
and Clara Eagle Art Gallery
or take a walking tour of Murray State's campus
Scottish pre-game activities at the
MSU vs. Eastern Kentucky University basketball game
7:30 p.m.
'Applies only to red ticketed or towed merchandise which has been reduced for clearance. Does not apply to regular
merchandise which is on sale for a limited time or to other merchandise in regular advertising, circulars or catalogs.

For more information or to purchase tickets, call:
Trudy Baker at 762-6888
Drawing at basketball game for "Fly Free in '93"

1902 JCPannay Company, Inc

mon..TueMone:oulor-se:
Catalog Phone
759-4080
1-800-222-6161

_

Office Phone:
759-1400

Store Hours:
Mon -Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30

Thurs. & Fri. 9-8
Sat 9-6; Sun. 1-5

LiCPen ney
Chestnut Hills • Murray

Plan to attend
Jan. 22 & 23
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News of the World
CLINTON CAN'T FORGET THE ECONOMY

WASHINGTON— A day away from taking office and in the midst of an elaborate inaugural celebration, people are reminding President-elect Clinton
not to forget the stern economic message that sent him to Washington The
hoopla after a 12-year Democratic drought, along with a tense and unanticipated torsion policy crisis in the Mideast, have separated Clinton from his
single-minded central theme: his promise to improve the economic lot of
middle-class America But Clinton insists he hasn't forgotten We ran to
give you a better future," he told students Monday on a nostalgic return to
his alma mater, Georgetown University, where he was given a refurbished
desk from his old dormitory

CLINTON ASKS SOME OFFICIALS TO STAY ON

WASHINGTON — President-elect Clinton has asked several senior Bush
administration foreign policy officials to stay on, at least temporarily, to signal his determination for continuity in Iraqi and Haitian policies, transition
and congressional officials say. The officials said Clinton planned to
announce an array of State Department appointments today, filling senior
posts in one key agency even as he is criticized for being slow to round out
his new team. In recent weeks, Clinton has repeatedly offered his full support of President Bush's decisions to pressure and ultimately launch military
strikes against Iraq because of Saddam Hussein's violations of the Persian
Gulf War cease-fire agreement. The president-elect, in a retreat from campaign promises, also has decided to continue Bush s policy of forcibly
returning Haitian refugees to their homeland.

FIRST COMBAT TROOPS LEAVE SOMALIA

MOGADISHU, Somalia — The first American combat troops to head home
from Somalia ended a bittersweet tour today, leaving a lawless, faminestriken land where their humanitarian mission was often greeted by sniper
fire. "I feel it's time for us to leave," said Pfc. James Brumfield, 19, of Baldwin, Mich., one of the 850 Marines from the 3rd Battalion, 9th Regiment,
returning to Camp Pendleton, Calif., today and Wednesday on chartered
flights. The more we stayed here, I think the Marines would have let their
guard down," said Brumfield. "The more we stay here, we feel it's not a
threat anymore and then someone could attack us." Some Marines said
their mission was complete. Others weren't so sure.

SEVEN KILLED IN COMMUTER TRAIN CRASH

GARY, Ind. — Cars peeled open as if sliced by "a big razor blade" when
two commuter trains sideswiped each other near a trestle where two tracks
converge. Seven people were killed. Investigators tried to determine
whether a crew error or signal malfunction was to blame. Both crews said
they had the green light, the Chicago Tribune and Chicago Sun-Times
reported today, citing an unidentified railroad official. The crash occurred on
the city's west side just after the Monday morning rush hour at a trestle
where two tracks, one for trains in each direction, partially overlap in a
space not much wider than a single track. Neither train left the track. The
dead had been sitting next to windows. Several passengers were decapitated, Fire Chief Ben Perry said.

ENDEAVOUR LANDS AT SPACE CENTER
CAPE

CANAVERAL, Fla. — Endeavour and its five astronauts returned to
Earth today after a six-day shuttle mission that helped lay the groundwork
for the space station and fire youngsters' imaginations. The spaceship sailed through a hazy sky and landed at Kennedy Space Center at 8:37 a.m. A
red, white and blue drag chute slowed its roll down the concrete runway.
"Welcome home. Congratulations on a super flight and a great start to the
shuttle '93 manifest," Mission Control's Kevin Chilton told the crew. Fog at
Kennedy prevented Endeavour from landing at sunrise as planned and
almost forced a detour to the backup site at Edwards Air Force Base in California. Mission Control monitored the weather until the last possible moment
before advising shuttle commander John Casper to aim for Kennedy.
Endeavour sped over central Texas and Louisiana before heading over the
Gulf of Mexico and on into Florida. More than 600 space center employees
and guests gathered at the landing strip to welcome the astronauts home.
NASA's first shuttle flight of 1993 included a 4Va -hour spacewalk to gain
practice for the building of the space station in 1996, the release,of a satellite to link spacecraft and Earth, and a demonstration for schoolchildren of
how toys behave in weightlessness.

MUDSLIDES THREATEN SOUTHERN CAL HOMES

Southern California got a break in the weather today after _two weeks of
heavy rain, but mudslides remained a threat. The flooding on both sides of
the U.S.-Mexico border has left at least 35 people dead gr missing. Storm
survivors were digging out from mud and rocks that caitadad into homes
and onto roads. In Laguna Beach, a coastal community 40:inites southeast
of Los Angeles, three homes valued at about $700,000 each slid down the
muddy sides of Mystic Canyon on Monday.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Two dead in school shooting
GRAYSON, Ky.(AP) — Officials have yet to
offer an explanation as to why a recent transfer
student would gun down a teacher and custodian,
then hold his English class hostage before
surrendering.
"To our knowledge, there had been no confrontations between he and the teacher and no prior
threats," Becky Walker, coordinator of youth services, said of Monday's shooting at East Carter
High School.
"We are presently doing our best to determine
what has occurred and how best to deal with the
situation."
Teacher Deanna McDavid, 48, of Grayson, who
had been with the school system for 17 years, and
custodian Marvin Hicks, 51, of Olive Hill, a
12-year employee, were killed, according to state
police spokesman Gary Kistner. Kistner .said the
alleged shooter was 17 but would not release the
youth's name.
Classes were canceled in the school system
today, Walker said.
Officials said the shooter was an honor student
who was a member of the academic team McDavid helped coach.
Kistner said the boy was expected to be
arraigned today on two counts of capital murder
and 22 counts of kidnapping, one for each student
in the room. Grayson Patrolman Larry Green, one
of the arresting officers, said the boy confessed to
the killings.
"I asked him if he was the one who did the
shooting. He said, 'Yes,— Green said. "I asked
him where was the gun, and he said, 'On the
desk."
Green said the boy was already in the hallway
when police arrived and gave no resistance.
"No emotions whatsoever," Green said. "He
cooperated. He went along."
Kistner said McDavid was shot once in the head
inside her classroom as she taught English during
the last period of the day after the shooter produced a weapon about 2:45 p.m. "He fired the
first shot and missed, and then he walked closer to
her and the next shot struck her," Kistner said.
He said Hicks, responding to the noise, was shot
in the stomach as he entered the classroom. Kistner said witnesses reported that a female student
was about to enter the classroom when Hicks
pushed her out of the line of fire.
"Other teachers who were in the hallway pulled
him back into the hallway and tried to help him,"
Walker said. "And the shooter closed the door."
"I saw the janitor get shot," said John Wages,
17, who was in an adjoining English class. "It
surprised me ... He (the shooter) was real quiet.
He didn't talk to no one. He just went off. It was
scary. He didn't see me. He was out in the hall,
but he couldn't see me."
Carter County Coroner Roger Sullivan said the
two were shot with a .38-caliber revolver.
Kistner said the youth then held the class hosta e for about 15 minutes before surrendering to

Grayson police. Walker said the boy released students "a few at a time" before surrendering.
"I think he began to release the students on his
own before any attempt was made at negotiations," she said.
Most classrooms in the school were evacuated,
but students rand teachers in one room nearby
huddled together in terror for about 15 minutes
after the shooting before running to an exit, witnesses said.
"Everybody heard the gunshots, and they all
started running out," said a girl who was in a
math class above McDavid's classroom. "We
didn't know what to do," said the girl, who asked
that her name not be used.
She said she knew the alleged shooter and that
he recently transferred from neighboring Elliott
County. Neither Kistner nor Walker would confirm that, although Superintendent Ross Julson
said the boy had only been in Carter County for
about half the school year.
"I didn't know him well," said the girl, who
met the boy in October after he was involved in a
fist fight. "He was a quiet type guy, but I never
thought (he) would do something like that."
Relatives of the victims were later taken inside
the school. Roger Hardin, 24, of Grayson, a
nephew of McDavid's, was arrested at- the scene
on charges of disorderly conduct and criminal
mischief in the third degree after breaking out a
window of the school, Kistner said.
Students who were in the classroom at the time
of the shooting were kept at the school for questioning, Kistner said. Meanwhile, a crisis center
was established at a nearby elementary school to
offer counseling.
Grayson, a town of about 3,500 people, is about
95 miles east of Lexington. Julson said the deaths
woula affect the entire community, not just the
school.
"They are both valued employees of the school
system," Julson said. "The teacher was a personal
friend, and it's a completely unbelievable situation
that we are faced with here."
"Mrs. McDavid was probably one of the most
dedicated teachers we had," said school board
member Gordon Womack. He said she wis
involved in many school activities, from teaching
a night school for dropouts to taking tickets at the
school's basketball games.
Ramona Gee, owner of a Grayson hardware
store and a friend of McDavid's, said the town
was in "genuine shock."
"It doesn't make any sense," Gee said. "So
there's no sense trying."
Malone Funeral Home in Grayson said McDavid is survived by a husband, Danny McDavid, 48,
a boilermaker, and three grown children — Lisa,
Angela and Michael. Funeral arrangements were
incomplete.
Globe Funeral Chapel in Olive Hill is handling
arrangements for Hicks, who survived by his wife,
Marge Hicks.
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III U.S.fighters...
FROM PAGE 1
ter bombs on an Iraqi anti-aircraft
artillery site after being fired on
by the artillery, the official said.
He said the pilots reported "secondary explosions," indicating
that the Iraqi gun emplacements
had been damaged or destroyed.
It was not immediately known
whether the radar installation was
hit by the F-4G's missile.
Also today, at about 4 a.m.
EST, an Iraqi MiG-23 fighter was

spotted flying in the northern nofly zone, the official said. When
confronted by an F-16, the Iraqi
plane fled south, he said. Also, an
F-16 at about 3:45 a.m. EST
reported Iraqi anti-aircraft artillery fire, but the U.S. plane did
not retaliate.
The incidents were similar to
three Monday in which American
and British planes reported being
fired on by anti-aircraft artillery
or targeted by air defense radars

in the northern zone patrolled by
U.S. and allied aircraft.
Called away a day early from
its port visit at Naples, Italy, the
aircraft carrier USS John F. Kennedy, with roughly 85 airplanes
aboard, was heading into the
eastern Mediterranean, a senior
defense official disclosed.
From the eastern Mediterranean, the carrier's A-6 Intruder,
F/A-18 Hornet and other attack
aircraft would be in position to

launch attacks or conduct surveillance anywhere in Iraq, but mainly in the northern "no-fly zone,"
the official said.

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

The official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said moving
the Kennedy was a precautionary
move, not necessarily part of a
plan for further military action
against Iraq. The carrier USS Kitty Hawk is on station in the Persian Gulf.

Call 7534563
' For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

•Independent ethics commission...
FROM PAGE 1
"I think there are people who
don't want to have significant
reform and they are jumping on
this agency as some type of Gestapo, runaway-type agency, as a
way to shoot it down," said
Shaughnessy, who was cochairman of the task force that
proposed it.
Meyer, who is working on an
alternative proposal, said the
commission would actually deter
people from seeking advice and
assistance on ethical issues
because of its wide authority.
"Don't you think that we want
to encourage cooperation with the
ethics board?" Meyer said.
Meyer said compiling reports,
issuing opinions and investigating

complaints in all of Kentucky
government, from 40,000 executive branch employees to 2,000
local governments, would mean
creation of a huge bureaucracy.
If only the legislature is covered by a code, Shaughnessy said
any boards overseeing ethical
conduct should be composed of
senators and representatives.
Al Dix, the publisher of The
State Journal newspaper in
Frankfort and a citizen member
of the General Assembly Board
of Ethics since its creation nearly

two decades ago, rebutted arguments that lawmakers cannot be
counted on to police themselves.
"It's been my observation
through my years on the Board of
Ethics that the General Assembly
members had a tendency to be
tougher on their General Assembly colleagues than the nonGeneral Assembly members
did," Dix said.
Dix said the membership of the
proposed ethics commission
should probably be expanded to
include someone from inside

government. "Somebody ought
to have some working knowledge
of the system," Dix said.
Meyer and Shaughnessy both
expressed some reluctance to
give the governor too much power ov\er appointing members to an
ethics board, even if there is legislative confirmation.
Gov. Brereton Jones has said
he will call a special session of
the legislature on Feb. 1 and has
endorsed the task force draft. But
Jones also said he will not push
any legislation.
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Punishedfor performance, not promises

WALTEii L. APPERSON

DANIEL T. PARKER

Publisher

Managing Editor

WASHINGTON — On
moving-in day, every new president takes to the White House a
General Manager
sheaf of campaign promises to be
redeemed, hedged or simply forWhere there is no vision, the people perish.'
gotten. Bill Clinton started his
revisions early, denying that he'd
PUBUSHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.
reneged but saying it would be
foolish not to adapt to new
circumstances.
That produced pre-inaugural
controversy over Clinton's
changing positions, but it isn't
The Paducah Sun:
likely to last — provided there is
probterrible
the
attack
state
task
force
to
proposal
a
of
The set
headway on his central campaign
lem of child sex abuse is nqueslionably too ambitious and too expenpledges
of economic revival and
significant
sive, but adoption of a winnowed-down version could be a
jobs,
deficit
control and health
help in the battle.
reform.
care
The task force approved 62 recommendations to improve the crimiIt is not altered or unkept
nat justice system with regarcl to sexual offenses against children.
promises
that prompt voters to
million
a
$6
than
Implementing just five of those could cost more
punish a president. It is perforyear.
mance. Whether a campaign
Selectivity, therefore, will be a great virtue if the General Assembly
is reversed or only
pledge
proposed.
being
now
is
session,
as
considers the issue in a special
revised,
the
new, one had better
One of the best ideas emerging from the task force study also would
succeed.
be one of the least expensive. For $25,000 in (initial) costs and
That can be applied even to the
$10,000 a year thereafter, Kentucky could have a registry of known
most
renowned of broken promsex offenders, which would help police track them after they leave
ises: read my lips, no new taxes,
prison.
which was uttered daily by
Especially where, street crimes are concerned, repeat offenses —
George
Bush in the 1988 camoften escalating in seriousness — are a major problem. Preventing
revoked
in 1990 and used
paign,
meathem should have high priority and the registry, among other
against him in 1992.
sures, appears promising.
Bush reneged on his vow
The task force has many ideas, including therapy and treatment for
against
taxes in a budget deal that
sex
Child
offenders and victims, but it mainly comes down to this:
supposed
to curb the deficit.
was
from
removed
or
tendencies
abusers must be either corrected in their
deficits
kept going up,
Instead,
society. There are no other acceptable options.
the economy slumped into recession, and Bush lost the
'
presidency.
Clinton noted the lesson in
that, even as he was flatly promJan. 7; Valley Daily News, Kent, Wash., on secondhand smoke:
ising in an Oct. 19 campaign
Smoke, smoke, smoke that cigarette — and you not only risk cancer
in your own lungs, but spew out a "secondhand" carcinogen to those
who share your air, according to (a) long-delayed report from the
Environmental Protection Agency.
The EPA's lung-cancer report, linking secondhand cigarette smoke
with deaths of some 3,000 non-smokers a year, should spark new
demands for federal, state and community bans on smoking in public
Twenty years ago today, my
places and workplaces.
best
friend was Kathy O'Connell.
That's a conservative figure, EPA officials say. Total deaths could
We both lived in the same town
be as high as 7,000 annually. The cigarette smoke also increases risk
most of our lives, but did not
of pneumonia, bronchitis and middle-ear disorders in children, and
meet until 9th grade when I
affects severity of asthma. ...
enrolled in Metuchen High.
Now federal, state and local officials should adopt a comprehensive
Before that, I was a St. Francis
set of protective regulations to close the damper on smoking in public
girl,
a prissy pre-adolescent who
places.
believed, just as the nuns told us,
that boys were a "near occasion
of sin."
My older sister, Jeanne, and
Kathy's older sister, also named
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
Jeanne, were three years ahead of
opinions on our "Pgaiective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
us, and their friendship forged a
print letters on a variety or topics, provided they comply with the follink between Kathy and me
lowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
before we even met. As a new
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
girl in school, I was relieved to
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be
have, through Kathy, a direct
typewritten and double-spaced if possible and should be on topics
connection to the "clique," the
general interest. Letters must not be more than SOO words. The Murray
ruling doyennes of the 9th grade.
Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
Besides our mutual desire to be
to limit frequent writers.
"teen queens," Kathy and I had
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
some common interests outside
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
the ken of the rest of our group.

ALICE ROUSE
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State Editorial Roundup

World Editorial Roundup

debate that he would not raise
Haiti policy as cruel, but with
taxes on the middle class to pay
signs an exodus would follow his
for the new programs he wants
office-taking, Clinton reversed
enacted.
himself and said he did so to
"I am not going to tell you
avoid human tragedy in perilous
read my lips on anything because attempts to flee. He said he will
I cannot foresee what emergen- change the policy but can't do ii
cies might develop in this coun- immediately.
try," he said.
The theme, from Clinton, Vice
He had advocated a middle- President-elect Al Gore and their
class tax cut, but now says that is aides is that to stand pat on camback on the table in view of paign promises affected by
sharply increased deficit projec- changing circumstances would be
tions. He has backed away from a irresponsible and a sign of
pledge to reduce the deficit by weakness.
half during his first term, citing
"Every president ... and espethose same projections. Clinton cially the ones who really did a
had assailed rival proposals for good job have had to answer
an increase in the federal gaso- questions like this because they
line tax; that's now among the had to change some of their posioptions for the new tions in response to changing ciradministration.
cumstances," Clinton said.
Clinton said as a candidate that
Jimmy Carter proposed, then
Haitian refugees would get tem- dropped, a $50-a-person tax
porary asylum if he became pres- rebate during his first months as
ident; last Thursday he said he president. Ronald Reagan won a
will continue for now the Bush giant tax cut his first year, signed
administration policy of inter- a succession of a dozen tax
cepting and returning people flee- increases over the next seven
ing by boat.
years, and insisted all the while
He had denounced Bush's that he was a foe of new taxes.

That is the theme Bush seized
and overstated in his campaign to
succeed Reagan.
For the past 12 years, the
White House has been able to
blame unredeemed promises on
the refusal of the Democratic
Congress to enact the proposals .
of Republican administrations.
'That wasn't always the reason,
but it always was handy politically. That cover is not available to
Clinton.
"Some of these changes in
position were coming ... everybody's known they were coming," Sen. Bob Dole, the Republican leader, said in a CNN
interview. "I don't see anybody
gloating."
While Clinton defends his flexibility, he's also been trying to
deny that he is changing. He
claimed, for example, that he had
been "absolutely mystified" that
the press thought a middle-class
tax cut was the most important
issue in his New Hampshire
primary campaign, when he never
met a voter who felt so. But it
was Clinton who described it as
central, his most glaring difference with rival Paul Tsongas. In
a TV ad in that campaign, he said
his economic plan starts with a
middle-class tax cut.
Nor, Clinton said, did his
change on Haiti go back on a
promise.
"Sometimes," he said, "people hear only half the message."

Thinking about tomorrow

Just drop us a line ...

of

RESOLUTION OF APPRECIATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
a.

BANK OF MURRAY
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
January 12, 1993
JOE DICK
WHEREAS,Joe Dick has served the Bank of Murray as President and Chief Executive
Officer from July 1, 1967 until reaching his retirement date on December 31, 1992; and
WHEREAS,the Bank of Murray has experienced phenomenal growth and influence in
the community and area it serves during Joe Dick's tenure as such President and Chief
Executive Officer, the bank's total assets on July 1, 1967 being $29,385,386A3 and
reaching $248,425,791.21 on December 31, 1992; much of which growth is gratefully
attributed to the capability,initiative and tireless dedication of Joe Dick in promoting the
best interest of the bank; and

'
t

WHEREAS,throughout all of this time Joe has somehow found time to give leadership to
most of the religious, educational, cultural, recreational and other worthwhile programs
in the community; and
WHEREAS,the Bank of Murray will, for at least five more years,enjoy and profit from
his continued service as Chairman of the Board of Directors;
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Directors gratefully
acknowledge the dedication and tireless efforts made by Joe Dick on behalf of all the
stockholders, officers and directors of the bank;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this Resolution be made a part of the permanent
minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors held on this date; that a copy be made
available to the news media; and that a copy in suitable form be presented to Joe Dick at
an appropriate time.
Charles S. Foster, President
Upon a complete reading of the above Resolution at a regular meeting of the Board of
Directors on January 12, 1993 the same was unanimously adopted.

..11,V110-

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times columnist
We especially enjoyed reading
and writing, but seldom discussed
those passions with the other
girls. Kathy was a twirler and I
was a cheerleader; those were the
roles our peers most admired, so
those were the pastimes we publicly avowed.
Like most friendships, ours had
its ups and downs. Our worst
argument was over — what else?
— a boy. Ironically, we later
found out he was gay and probably not interested in either one
of us the way we were interested
in him, but at the time there was
rancor between us because we
both dated him.
When we were in college,
Kathy's older brother, David, was
killed in a car accident. After
that, she transferred from Ohio
State to a college in New Jersey
so she could be closer to her
parents and sister. Mrs.
O'Connell never really healed
after that devastating loss, but
Kathy's father managed to keep
himself going through his strong
and unwavering faith.
Kathy inherited her mother's
blue eyes and blond hair, and her
father's quiet strength and quirky
wit. Those blessings served her
well. She'd been born with a cleft
palate and a deep fissure in her
upper lip that is most cruelly
described as a "hare lip."
Throughout her childhood, a
series of surgeries repaired the lip
and palate, but Kathy was left
with a speech impediment. That
did not prevent her from perfecting a raucous sense of humor,
however, and in our senior year
of high school Kathy O'Connell

was voted "wittiest" by the class
of '64.
In college, Kathy and I both
majored in English, and found
that poetry was our favorite writing medium. Through college and
into our early 20s, we traded
poems we wrote and critiqued
each other's work. Amidst our
creative pursuits, we went the
usual route of falling in love and
falling out of love; getting our
hair cut and letting it grow long;
being assertive and aggressive in
the pursuit of our careers and
then wishing we were married
and having babies. Pretty typical
"boomers."
Kathy was in my wedding in
1970. I still have pictures of her
in the spectacular burgundy velvet gowns she and the other
bridesmaids wore. I realize now
that she could ill afford the cost
of a dress and accessories, since
she was in graduate school, but
I'm touched she agreed to participate. The wedding would not
have been complete without her
standing next to me.
Tomorrow, Jan. 20, it will be
exactly 20 years ago that I
received the phone call about
Kathy. A car in Ocean Township,
New Jersey, ran a stop sign and
hit Kathy O'Connell's cheery
yellow Volkswagen broadside.
Only minutes before, she'd gone
through the drive-in window at
McDonald's. French fries were
scattered all over the inside of the
mangled convertible. Kathy sustained massive injuries. She died
later that day.
When our mutual friend,
Elaine, called to break the news I

kept saying, "What happened?"
into the phone, wanting her to
repeat it again and again. I
refused to believe that my best
friend was dead; couldn't comprehend that it was possible for
one family to lose two of its
children that way. My husband
finally had to pry the receiver out
of my hands.
Few days go by that I don't
think of Kathy. I still miss her.
Occasionally I dream of her. It is
always wonderful to see her in
those dreams. She is happy and
she speaks clearly and concisely,
without impediment. Her sense of
humor is intact too.
Of course, I can't help thinking
about tomorrow. When Kathy and
I last spoke, Nixon was about to
be inaugurated. Now Bill Clinton
is coming to the fore, a guy who
might have been in homeroom
with us, or in half-time performances at the high school' homecoming game.
The new president is the same
age as we are — "young" by
some standards — but still older
than John F. Kennedy, the man
who shaped our image of what
the president should be. Today
we all know that JFK was, in
many ways, much less than he
seemed at his inauguration; but
tomorrow I'll be thinking of him,
and of Kathy, as the new president is sworn in.
Clinton may not have the stirring speech that Kennedy had to
kick off his administration, but he
will have a poet there, as did
Kennedy. This poet is a woman,
Maya Angelou, an AfricanAmerican woman who has all the
wisdom and dignity of one who
speaks the truth no matter what.
It is likely that her words will be
the ones quoted ages and ages
hence. Her words might make the
difference.
Kathy O'Connell would have
liked that a lot. I just know she
would.

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor
Since 1983 I have become an
outspoken person for the sanctity
of human life. From 1973-83 I
trusted, listened, and believed the
medical and legal people who
told us what abortion was. They
told us that "it is just tissue and
blobs." The truth was then told
by Christian people like Francis
Schaeffer and C.Everett Koop.
The abortionists now have to
reconstruct the baby parts to
make sure they have completed
the abortion for fear of infection.
So I no longer Mist, believe, or
listen to these people anymore for
my decisions.

The sanctity of human life only
has meaning of significance in
the Christian church and in the
Christian home. Outside these
areas there is no foundation or
reason for the sanctity of human
life. The sanctity of human life
comes from the creator God who
has created everyone in His
image. Without God's image a
baby could be called a fetus,
harvested for parts, and discarded
in the garbage as an unwanted
inconvenience. The sanctity of
human life comes from God's
image in the Christian home.
Only God in our homes makes
the difference. The Christian

home is still the safest place for
the unborn to be born.
So we should not look to the
medical professional
.
), politicians,
legal experts, or religious leaders
to come up with the sanctity of
human life. Too many of them
have cast off the image of God
and have left babies Unprotected
from destruction. It is only the
Christian churches, and the
Christian homes that have the
sanctity of human life. Happy
Sanctity of Human Life Sunday
on Jan. 24 and God bless Life
House.
Dean Ross
1653 Ryan. Murray
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Stacie Bogard was selected as Student of the Week at Murray
Middle School. The sixth-grader is the daughter of Greg and
Cathy Bogard. She enjoys sewing, swimming and basketball. Pictured are: Rebecca Dublin Landolt, Century 21 representatives;
Bogard; Pat Seiber, MMS principal.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Pkase direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).

•••••

While studying the letter and sound of Q, primary student
s in
Fonda Grogan's and Martha Leet's classes acted out the story
of
Quacky Quacker. Pictured are: (front row) Cody Neer,
Katie
Roass, Sarah Peliruck. (Back row) Leandra Elkins, Gary
Downey
and Jimmie Colson.
Whitni Steele, Amy Lorey and Anne Watkins, fourth grade students at Southwest Elementary show the "hairy potatoes" they
created in science class. These three girls in Sherry Monroe's class
won the categories of prettiest, goofiest and most creative for their
potatoes.

4

Amanda Barrow, Elisabeth Breeding, Cory Martin,
Danette
Woods and Katie McNeary, members of the Murray
Middle
School Future Problem Solving Team, are preparing
for competition.

Heather Coombs, Bryce Simmons and John Mark Wells work
with calculators in Lashlee Foster's math class. Each child in
Primary 3 has access to their own calculators. This was made possible by a grant from the Murray Foundation of Excellence.

Calloway Middle School eighth graders in Twila
Dunn's class are
working on a performance task using manipulatives
to create as
_many different patterns as possible. Pictured are:
Danny Crouch,
iwila Dunn and Trent Ringstaff.

Primary students at North Calloway Elementary were given 10
cents to purchase items at the Christmas store. They had to decide
what items they could purchase and not to overspend. After purchasing their items, they glued them on a Christmas stocking.
Shown are: Kimberly George, Josh Young, Nicholas Alexander,
Ryan Watson, Jared Vincent, Meagan Rogers, Sam Wilson and
Anita Harper.

Leonard Glazier visited the Calloway County High School
advance art class Dec. 11 to discuss career opportunities in the
different fields of art. Shown here are Glazier. Chris Tucker and
Shanna Kern.

Brenda Eagleston recently presented a program on Australia to
primary students at North Calloway Elementary. Eagleston lived
and taught in Australia before coming to Murray.

Children from one of the Primary K, 1, 2, Families at Robertson
Elementary studied customs of France during December. Students
from Mrs. Cunningham, Mrs. Bloodworth and Mrs. Rexroat's
classes made yule logs, left shoes out for Pere' Noel and decorated
a traditional tree.
•:

Winners in the fourth grade Geography Bee at Southwe
st Elementary are Amanda Carter, Amber Young and Jeff
Frawley. The
-final school competition will be in January.

The recipient of the Calloway County High School sophom
ore
class "Turkey and Timmings" give-away was Teresa Rushing. She
is shown here with sophomore class president, Peter O'Rouk
e.

/I
Joseph Beane, a student at Murray High School, works at the
computer on a creative writing assignment in Alison Geurin's
English II class.

•
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John Murray, Allen Emerson (standing) and Lee Sanders
, all
Murray State students performed for the fourth and fifth
grade
students at East talloway Elementary in Linda Stairs music
clan.
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MURRAY TO AY
SERVICE NOTES

MUSEUM VOLUNTEERS — The National Scouting Museum recently honored its volunteers for the
seventh consecutive year at a banquet held recently. Museum volunteers completing two years of
service were pictured, from left, Orvis Brinn, Goeffrey Ball, Iuta Hutson and Katye Olson. Not pictured is Shane Callendine. The museum's volunteers work as tour guides, exhibit interpreters, collections' assistants and gift shop clerks. Applications are currently being accepted for volunteers for the
1993 season. Training for new volunteers will take place in February. Interested individuals may call
762-3383. The museum will reopen on March 2.

JAMES A. ROACH, son of
Curtis J. Roach of 133 Riviera
Courts, Murray, recently enlisted
in the United States Navy.
Roach, a 1991 Sumner High
School graduate, enlisted under
the Navy's Delayed Entry Program. This program allows young
men and women to enlist up to a
year in advance of their actual
entry onto active duty.
Roach will depart for basic
training in Great Lakes, Ill., in
February 1993. Following basic,
he will begin four weeks of training in the Navy's Seaman
Apprenticeship Program.
Under the Seaman Apprenticeship Program, persons who have
not chosen a specific career field
receive general shipboard and
nautical training prior to being
assigned to a Navy ship. Once
shipboard, they may train in a
job, or request additional Navy
schooling in a field in which they
are qualified.

Stansbury reception on Thursday
DAISY TROOP — Daisy Girl Scout Troop 864 are pictured just
prior to a special activity for the group. They are, from left, Peggy
Allgood, co-leader, Darby DeJarnette, Jennifer McKnight, Breanna Volp, Amber West, Emi McFarlen, Dinah DeJarnette, coleader, and in front, Mallory Allgood and Reigh Harris. Not pictured are Lauren Clemson and Cassie Stephens.

-3

The Calloway County Schools Family Resource Center has scheduled an
advisory council meeting on Thursday, Jan. 21, at 4 p.m. The meeting location will be the Family Resource Center at East Calloway County Elementary School. All advisory council members are encouraged to attend and the
public is invited to attend. For more information, phone the center at
753-3070 or stop by the center.

Not Valid With Any Other Otters
This Coupon Otter Expires 2/28/93
* Local Resident Seniors (Ages 60+)

Auditions planned at Playhouse
Brent Norsworthy, left, is pictured with Cal Sisto at a reception
honoring winners of a picture contest.

Norsworthy honored as
finalist in picture event
Brent Norsworthy was honored
along with 25 other students from
Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri
and Southern Illinois at a reception for the winners and finalists
for the WPSD-TV Weatherschool
favorite weather picture contest.
These students were chosen
from over 500 picture entries in
the four-state area. The reception
was held at Peoples First Bank of
Paducah.
Norsworthy was presented a
ribbon and WPSD-TV calculator
from Cal Sisto and the television

station, five dollars from Peoples
First Bank, Pepsi products from
the Pepsi Company, and a belt
pack from Western Baptist Hospital, sponsors of WPSD
Weatherschool.
Brent is the son of David and
Ginger Norsworthy of Murray
and the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Norsworthy and Mr. and
Mrs. Willis Odell Colson..
He is a Primary Student, Family 3 of Miss Karen Crick at North
Calloway Elementary School.

Auditions for 'The Odd Couple' will be at Playhouse in the Park tonight
(Tuesday) at the Playhouse. Roles will be for six women and two men for
women's version of this play. Louise Weatherly will be the director. For more
information call the Playhouse at 759-1752.

Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday
Murray Quilt Lovers will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. in the meeting
room of Calloway County Public Library. Mary Sowell of Paducah will present a program on 'Charming Quilts from Charm Squares.' Each participating member should bring the Brown Bag Mystery block. Any person who
enjoys quilts or quilting is welcome to attend this meeting. For more information call Peggy Smith at 759-4769.

Home Department to meet Thursday
Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Jan. 21,
at 1:30 p.m. at the club house. Ann Ingle of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will present a program on 'Body Cues.' Hostesses will be Vanda Jean
Gibson, Marguerite McCloskey and Hazel Lancaster.

CCMS Council meeting tonight
Calloway County Middle School Site-Based Decision Making Council will
meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in the school library. Items on the agenda
include design team assignments, district-wide council, budget, Kentucky
Association of School Councils, and Partnership for Kentucky School
Reform. Marilyn Willis, principal, encourages all interested persons to attend
this meeting.

Choral Union rehearsals planned

-•
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The Choral Union of Murray State University will begin rehearsals for the
spring semester on Monday, Jan. 25, from 7 to 9 p.m. in Room 214, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU. All area singers are invited to lend their musical
talents to the group, according to Bradley Almquist. director of choral activities. A concert is planned Sunday evening, April 18, at Lovett Auditorium,
MSU. For more information call 762-6448 or 762-4288.
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Senior Adults plan Friday events
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Senior Adults of First United Methodist Church will meet Friday, Jan. 22,
at 9:45 a.m. at the church. The group will then go on a tour of the Engineer.
ing and Technical School at Murray State University. Lunch at a cost of $3
to $5 will be at the new Temptations Restaurant.

Lavatory Faucet
With Pop-Up
*5 Year Warranty
*Washerless

Westside Senior Adults plan event

$O OR

Kitchen Faucet

#45273

*5 Year Warranty
*Washerless
#45285

$12.95

0/%0

l— $600
MURRAY
SUPPLY COMPANY

•r)e Original i amity Haucutters s
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Two workshops are planned by Smart Stop's 'Adventures in the Attic' on
Saturday, Jan. 30. 'Metric Mall Mayhem' for ages 6 to 10 will be directed by
Karmel Stewart from 10 a.m. to noon. 'Fabulous Face Painting' for ages 6
to 18 will be directed by Lynn Warren from 1 to 3 p.m. Registration for the
workshops at the Smart Shop at 119 South Fourth St., Murray, should be
made by Saturday, Jan. 23, by calling Jill Courtney, 753-5968.

Advisory Council to meet Thursday

Reg. Price $545.00

•

Workshops planned on Jan. 30

Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will meet Wednesday, Jan. 20, at 2:30 p.m. at Fern Terrace Lodge. This will be for a songfest
with the residents there. All women of all churches in the city and county are
urged to attend.

$39900

JANUARY
,
PERM
SPECIAL

Jim Stansbury of Buckhannon, W.Va., has an exhibit of his photography
at the Wrather West Kentucky Museum on the Murray State University Campus. His exhibit includes St. Louis Arch, Amish portraits, barns and landscapes. A reception in honor of Buckhannon will be Thursday, Jan. 21, from
7 to 9 p.m. at the museum. The public is invited to attend.

CWU plans event at Fern Terrace

With This Coupon

No Appointme
Necessary!'

luncheon on Wednesday

A gospel singing featuring The Greenes will be Thursday, Jan. 21, at 7
p.m. at Fairview Baptist Church, 114 Memorial Dr., Paris, Tenn. The public
is invited to attend, a church member said.

HEARING AIDS

206 South 4th Murray

General Uoyd Tilghman Camp 11495 Sons of Confederate Veterans wit
meet Thursday, Jan. 21, at 7 p.m. at Anne Washington Leslie House, 1310
Broadway, Paducah. The program will be on 'Photography During the
American Civil War. Several original tin-types from that time period will be
on display. The public is invited. For information contact Howard Randle,
1-443-3857, or John Suttles, 1-443-4237.

Gospel singing on Thursday

Custom Made-In The Ear

STONE-LANG CO.

SCF Camp #1495 will meet

Members of Harris Grove Homemakers Club are offering tickets on the
handmade quilt made by the club members. Tickets will be sold Friday, Jan.
22, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Downtown Branch of Peoples Bank, and on
Saturday, Jan. 23, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Wal-Mart. Tickets at a cost of
$1 each or six for $5 also may be purchased from any member of the club.
The quilt winner will be announced on Thursday, April 8, at Calloway County
Public Library. Proceeds will be used for community and club projects.

* FREE HEARING TEST

Founded 1876

The second meeting of the 1993 year for the Murray Civitaa
Club will be Thursday, Jan. 21, at 7 p.m. at Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
All Civitan members are urged to be present for two guest speakers.
Linda Gardner of Murray State University will conduct a research
survey with the club. Tammy Chittencien of Hopkinsville Junior Civitan Club will update the club on the Civitan International Dance-AThon in which she will participate.
Civitan Club President Wayne Williams reminds preachers in Murray and Calloway County that Thursday, Feb. 4, is Annual Preacher
Appreciatioo Day and the Murray Civitan Club will have a special
program and
.buffet dinner for them on that evening.

Harris Grove to give quilt awczy

247-8537

•Finest Professional Service
'Batteries/Repairs All Makes
'In Home Testing Available
Call Today For Your Free Test!
753-8055

Murray Today editor

The J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy
will meet Wednesday, Jan. 20, for its annual luncheon at the Mayflower
Restaurant, Holiday Inn. Kim McFarlen, president, urges all members and
interested persons to attend.

Michael Gough, a 1981 graduate of Murray High School, will be a
part of the Presidential Inauguration Parade and Ceremony on
Wednesday.
Gough, a member of the Yorktown Coast Guard Reserve Unit, will
be involved with security measures.
He and his wife, the former Tammie Campbell, also of Murray,
were invited guests at the Pre-inauguration Monticello Celebration
with Clinton and Gore on Sunday.
Gough is the son of Wanda Laird of Murray.

Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

Jo Burkeen

UDC

Former Murray resident will
be involved in inauguration

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfleld

JO'S DATEBOOK

hrsan".
Olympic Plaza,, Miami, Ky. 7534542 -._ _ crwlica,
.442-4366
. P

208 E. Main

MC.

753-3361

,

Senior Adults of Westside Baptist Church will meet Friday, Jan. 22, at 11
a.m. at the church. The group will then go to Dumplin's for lunch at 1120
a.m. Reservations should be made on the sign-up sheet on the bulletin
board of the church no later than Wednesday night.

Family YMCA plans programs
The Family YMCA of Murray has special programs planned for 1993,
according to Francis Ray, director. These include Low Impact Aerobics,
Step Aerobics, 50+ Fitness. Evening Aquatics. 50+ Aquatics, Co-ed Volleyball, YMCA Basketball League, and After School Goodtimes Program. The
YMCA office is located on the bottom level of Weeks Community Center.
Ruth Ann Outland is secretary for Mrs. Ray. The YMCA is an agency of the
United Way. Any persons interested in enrolling in any of these programs
are asked to call 759-YMCA.
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Hazel Club has meeting
Hazel Woman's Club met
Thursday, Dec. 17, for its annual
holiday dinner at Ann's Country
Kitchen, Hazel.
Later the group went to the
Hazel Community Center for the
business session with Clarkie
Butterworth. president. presiding.
Pat Latimer gave the devotion.
Plans were finalized for judging of the best decorated business
and home within the city limits of
Hazel. This project was judged
by Jo Weaks, Teresa Rushing and
Jane Marie Rushing on Tuesday,
Dec. 22, and was done in conjunction with the Hazel City
Council.
The club voted to continue the
Adopt-a-Highway project for an
additional two years.

CALENDAR

Following the business session,
refreshments were served by Patty Knott. Tammy Story and Hilda
Bennett. Games were played and
gifts exchanged.
Other members present were
Inez Ruuerworth, Nina Butterworth, Belinda Elliott. Nancy
Overbey, Laura Paschall, Carolyn
Parks, Cindy Wilson, Betty Hudson, Marylin Liddle, Linda Thomas, Janice Wilkinson, Ann Wilson, Sandy Craig, Linda Bennett,
Pat Dalton, Judy Paschall, Sharon
Ray, Lynn Whisenett, Sandra
Gallimore, Elaine Paschall and
Rita Emery.
The next regular meeting of
the club will be Thursday, Jan.
21, at 7 p.m. at Playhouse in the
Park.

TOPS to hear Noffsinger
Rebecca Noffsinger, Nutritionist, will present a program on
"The Right Food For You" at a
meeting of TOPS KY #469 on
Thursday, Jan. 21, at MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce.
Ms. Noffsinger is employed as
a clinical dietician in the Food
Services Department of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She has presented many programs throughout her career. She
has two children, Aaron, 13, and
Ashley, 9.
Her program will be valuable
for people who want to change to
a lifestyle of "proper eating" to
lose weight and keep it off. After
her program, she will also be
answering questions about dieting
and nutrition.
Taking Off Pounds Sensibly
Club (TOPS KY #469) meets
each Thursday night at the Chamber of Commerce. Weigh ins are
from 6 to 6:45 p.m. and the meet-

One newborn admission, dismissals and four expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, Jan. 16, have

Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus building.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m/American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
First United Methodist Church
events include Mothers' Morning
0u119 a.m. and Adult Disciple
Bible Study/6 p.m.
Murray Moose Lodge/8 p.m.
with officers at 7 p.m.

ing from 7 to 8 p.m.
The purpose of TOPS is primarily to help overweight people
who are sincerely interested in
losing weight and keeping it off
sensibly. For more information
about attending a meeting or joining the local organization call
753-7638.

Alan Emerson student trumpet
recital/6:30 p.m./Farrell Recital
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University. Admission free.
Murray State University Racer
Basektball team plays Texas/7:30
p.m./Racer Arena.
Alpha Mu 84760, Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International Sorority/7
p.m./home of Helen Steffen.
Singles Organizational
Society/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce building. Info/Pamela,
753-7638 or Jeanne, 753-0224.
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./club
house.
Phi Delta Kappa meting/5
p.m./Ohio Room, Curris Center,
Murray State University. Info/
762-2500.

Rebecca Noffsinger

Hospital reports released
Five newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday, Jan. 15, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Calhoun baby girl, parents, Marie
and Keith, 20 Humphreys Dr., Cadiz;
Morrison baby boy, parents, Sherri
and William, At. 2, Box 258-B,
Gilbertsville;
Brown baby girl, parents, Sheryl and
Steve, H-7 Murray Manor, Murray;
Frazier baby boy, parents. Kimberly
and Norman, Rt 1, Box 57-H, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Wisdom baby boy, parents, Deborah and Jack, At 2, Box 175-B, Calvert
City.
Dismissals
Mrs. Mayme Hoskie, At. 5, Murray;
Mrs. Tammy Elkins, A-00 Mobile
Home Village, Murray;
Miss Marcy Hobson, At. 1, Box 584,
Springville, Tenn.; Sean Leslie, At. 1,
Box 486, Dexpr;
C.D. Vinsorr 2011 Gatesborough,
Murray; Mrs. Lois E. Smith, At. 4, Box
480, Murray;
Mrs. Clemmie Boggess, At. 3, Box
353, Murray; Mrs. Uldine Evans, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray;
Mrs. Elizabeth Marshall, P.O. Box
146, Hazel; Miss Wilma Edwards, At.
4, Box 175, Murray;
William Jackson, Rt. 2, Box 146,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Alice Marie
Can, At. 3, box 270-D, Murray;
Mrs. Margaret Maulding, At. 6, Box
129-C, Murray; Mrs. Elvis Carson, 620
LaFollette Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Rosie Neale, West View Numing Home, Murray; Mrs. Georgia Johnson; 1606 Magnolia, Murray;
Miss Sylvesta Dodd, 1399 Johnson
Blvd., Murray; Mrs. Pamela G. Hale
and baby boy, P.O. Box 141, Hardin;
Miss Tammy Nicole Cavitt and baby
boy, 407 LP. Miller, Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Willa B. Lofton, West View
Nursing Home, Murray.

Tuesday, Jan. 19
Murray Planning Commission/7
p.m./Murray City Hall.

been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Noel baby girl, parents, Carol and
Tony, 269 No. lanyard, Cadiz.
Dismissals
Mrs. Jamie Black, 317 North
iSeventh St, Murray; Christopher A.
Fry, #1 Fry Lane, Fulton;
Mrs. Anita McAlpin, At. 1, Box 202,
Puryear, Tenn.; Jason Smith, At. 4,
Box 147, Murray;
Mrs. Donna Jo Kalberer, P.O. Box
136, Hardin; Mrs. Emily Merrill, 1502
Oak St, Murray;
Mrs. Katherine E. Watkins, Rt. 2,
Box 217, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Clara E.
Mathis, At. 3, Box 340, Murray;
Hubert L White, HCR 75, New Concord; Wallace 0. Johnson, P.O. Box
215, Hardin;
Robert L. Mcilroy, P.O. Box 231,
New Concord; Mrs. Matirelle Nance,
At. 1, Box 50, Almo;
Finis Griffith, West View Nursing
Home, Murray.
Expirations
Mrs. Ruth S. Wilson, At. 4, Murray;
Wes. Helen Farley, 1505 Stadium View
DI., Murray;
John Ed Johnson, 1106 Fairlane
Dr., Murray; Jeddie Boyce Cathey,
1612 Main St., Murray.
Dismissals and one expiration
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday, Jan. 17, have
been released as follows:
Dismissals
Mrs. Rita Inez Melton, Rt. 7, Box 17,
Benton; Ms. Kimberly Dawn Foutch,
E-26 Fox,Meadows, Murray;
Mrs. Salomea Anna Gajmvsid, At 4,
Box 390, Murray; Mrs. Magielene W.
Belcher, At. 1, Box 255, Alrno;
Mrs. Deborah R. Wisdom and baby
boy, At. 2, Box 175-8, Calvert City;
Richard Holzschuh, At. 6, Box 199,
Murray;
Deston Smith, Rt. 5, Box 218, Mayfield; Mrs. Pamela L. Yarbro and baby
boy, 165 Doty, Camden, Tenn.;
Mrs. Carol Noel and baby boy, 269
No. lanyard, Cadiz.
Expiration
James R. Vaughn, 1616 Main St.,
Murray.

Wednesday, Jan. 20
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Young-at-Heart/noon/St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Alcoholic Anonymous
(AA)/open discussion/1 1
a.m./American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/
Olympic
Plaza,
Murrary/8:30-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-3 p.m.
Bereavement Support
Group/4:30 p.m./Hospice Office,
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Resource Training Center
established at local school

Wednesday, Jan. 20
First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre-School/9 a.m.
and 12:45 p.m.; A.R.K./5 p.m.;
Choir Practice,/6:30 p.m.; Session
meeting/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events
include Adult Bible Study, Youth
Group activities and Children/s
Choir/7 P.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Club/5 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:M p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Ladies' Bible Study/9:30
a.m.; Fellowship supper/5:30
p.m.; Sunday School Bible
Study/6 p.m.; Library open/6:15
p.m.; Klaymata and Children's
Choirs/6:30 p.m.; Business
meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choirf7:45 p.m.

The Murray Independent School System has established a Parent/
Educator Resource Training Center to better serve the needs of
parents of exceptional children.
Parents often feel unprepared to meet the challenge of parenting a
handicapped child. The Parent Resource Center focuses on the needs
and supports the strengths of parents which will be helpful to their
child, to their family as a system, as well as to the parent.
In addition to offering free materials and information which is
available to parents directly from the center, a series of trainings will
be offered to parents to provide inforination in particular areas in
which they feel a need for support.
Understanding Attention Deficit/Hyperactive Disorder, evaluations,
guardianship, and establishing support groups are a few of the topics
the center hopes to offer in trainings to interested parents.
Kay Travis, a parent of a handicapped child, works in conjunction
with Cindy Clemson, a resource teacher for Murray Schools to provide a parent/professional "team" approach to better serve the needs
of the exceptional child.
The center is housed at the Murray Middle School, Room 208 at
801 Main St., Murray. The center is open on Tuesdays and Fridays
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Also, parents may arrange for individual
appointments if these days or hours are inconvenient to their schedules by calling Kay Travis at 759-4893.
Parents are encouraged to visit the Resource Center and take advantage of the information which is available to them.

Grace Baptist Church events
include BSU luncheon/12:30
p.m.; King's Kids, Kid's Klubs,
Bible Explosion, College-Career
Bible Study and Adult Bible
Study/7 p.m.; Weekly Workers'
meeting/8 p.m.

MR.POSTMAN
_

First Assembly of God Church
events include prayer meeting/7
p.m.
First Christian Church events
include "How to Live and Share
Christ's Love"/10 a.m.; Evangelism Committee/12 noon; Christian Family Fellowship/5:15
Chancel Choir/7 p.m.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

Senior Job Club meeting/1:30
p.m./Wealcs Community Center.
Senior Golf League/9
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf
Course.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
services/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church
events include Meal/5:30 p.m.;
Prayer service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/8 p.m.
Oaks Country Club Ladies'
Bridge/9 a.m. with Crystal Parks,
753-4645 as hostess.

"We Ship Daily!"
UPS • USPS AL
Shipping

Fax

753-8400 • Bel-Air Center • Fax 753-9200

FSALE!

University Church of Christ
events include Ladies Bible
Class/9:30 a.m. and Bible
Classes/7 p.m.

1st Pair of Ladies'
Dress & Casual Shoes

Regular Price

Dexter Baptist Church events
include worship/7:30 p.m.

2nd Pair

1/2

Administration of GED test/8
a.m./Counseling and Testing
Center, Ordway Hall, Murray
State University. Info/762-6851.
People Awareness Week/Curris
Center Theatre, Murray State
University. Admission free.
1nfo/762-6851 or 762-3016.
Occupational Safety and Health
Course/8 a.m.-5 p.m./Room 146,
Collins Center, Murray State University. Info/762-3385.
Works by Melissa Drake,
senior, on display/upper level of
MSU-Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center. Admission free.

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities
including craft lesson by Wanda
Henry.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
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Price

Factory Discount
Shoes
ito
100 S. 5th St. • 753-9419

rind
Markdown
$5-$10
$15-$20

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

f

Racks

1-800-432-9346
KENTUCKY CABLA17 FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

HOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIAUST
Vinyl and Aluminum Sicing
Replacement Vfincbws.Patio Doors
Carports43atio Enclosures
TertainTeed
'Wolverine
'Alcoa
'Reynolds
'Mastic
5 Year Labor Warranty insured
Brad Haugh, Owner
P0. Box 1064, Murray, KY 42071
(502)753-0280

Sale Starts Friday
New

THE
EDGE

Spring
nerchandise
Arriving

Daily

406 S. 12th Murray
753-7435

Winter Clearance Sale!

GO 75"/o Off
Select group of

Selected Sports Groups
'10, '15, '20 & '25 Racks Select group of

Sweaters
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Accessories & Belts
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Texas minus Burditt, Rencher
Staff Report
Murray Lodger & noes
The University of Texas will be without its top three
players when they visit Racer Arena for tonight's 7:30
p.m. non-conference game against Murray State.
Already playing without injured point guard B.J. Tyler, the 5-7 Longhorns will also have to make do without
%mud Terrence Rencher and center Albert Burdiu.
Reacher, a 6-3 sophomore, was averaging a teamhigh 19.6 points per game. He was suspended indefinitely for academic reasons.
Burditt, a 6-8 junior, followed Rencher with a 19.5
average. Burditt. among the nation's leaders in rebounding and blocked shots, was dismissed from the
university.
On Monday, Murray State head coach Scott Edgar
called Burdiu "the best big man we've played against
all year." In the Jan. 6 NCAA statistics, Burditt was the
nation's No. 2 rebounder and No. 6 shot blocker.
Tyler broke a bone in his foot on Jan. 3 and has not
played since.
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Edgar gets wish in Texas
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lodger & Times Sports Editor

"This could be an eye-catcher," Edgar said. He added
that a writer from Inside Sports will be here. The national
sports magazine is doing a feature story on 20 teams that
could have an impact on the NCAA Tournament.
But victory is a double-edged sword, Edgar warns.
"If we beat Texas, nobody else will come in here," he
said. "What's the old saying, biting off your nose in spite
of your face? Something like that.
"I told Kenny (Roth, MSU assistant) to finish next
year's schedule before the game."
To beat Texas, the Racers will have to deal with one of
the most athletic teams in the nation. Despite the loss of
B.J. Tyler, Terrence Rencher and Albert Burditt, the Longhorns still have 6-3 senior guard Mike Richardson, 6-10
freshman forward Sheldon Quarles and 6-10 Corey
Lockridge.
"This game has, except for the fact that it's a nonconference game, so many important factors," the Racer

After playing the likes of Indiana, Virginia Commonwealth, Saint Louis and Ole Miss on the road, Murray
State head coach Scott Edgar couldn't wait to bring one of
the nation's top programs into Racer Arena.
His wish will be granted tonight at 7:30 when the University of Texas comes into venerable Racer Arena.
Texas follows VCU last year and Memphis State in 1989
as top teams to find their way into "The Pit." Edgar can
hardly wait to get head coach Tom Penders and his 5-7
Longhorns through the 39-year-old doors.
"I'd like to see their eyes when they walk in here,"
Edgar said with a laugh after yesterday's practice.
The second-year Racer coach said Texas, despite injuries and other off-the-floor problems (see related story), is
one the top 20 programs in the country. Which means an
even better opportunity for his program should the 8-6
• TURN TO PAGE 9
Racers topple the Longhorns.

Slumbering Calloway downs Cards;
Shelton scores 1,000th career point
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor
With no school on Monday, the
Calloway County Lady Lakers
had all kinds of time for fun and
games.
Starting with a pajama party at
8 a.m., the Lady Lakers had a
1,000-point party around 8 p.m.
By 10 p.m. they had a key Fourth
District 'win over Mayfield.
The pajama party came courtesy of the players, who pulled
ine over on head coach Peter
)'Rourke. When the coach
rrived for Monday's early mornig
he found his
ntire team sleeping in the middle
If the gym floor dressed in nightowns, bathrobes, and RI's.
"They had a team meeting after
practice yesterday," O'Rourke
said after the 61-51 win. "They
were upset about coming in at 8
"They started practicing like
that," he continued. "I said, 'This
Lould be dangerous.' They were a
'!,tle too loose for this game
light."
Nevertheless, Calloway found
way to move to 9-5 on the sean and 3-1 in the district.

LADY LAKERS 61, Mayfield 51
MAYFIELD
CALLOWAY

........

07 22 36 — 51
11 24 41 — 81

Powers 22 NJ nn Brooks 4 Hendon 10. Plerceell 8.
Giver S. Parrott 2 TOTALS. FG 18-56 Three-paws
3 FT 12-26 Rebounds 15
Calleerey (44)
Meehan. Darnell 5 Dunn 3, Bucy 14, Beach 14,
Shellon 19. 14:Clerd 3. Randolph 2. Bieddcee 1
FG 18-57 Three-pont 8-16 FT 17-35
(Dunn 7)

TOTALS:
Fisbaunds 26

Also, they finally got 1,000
points from junior Valerie
Shelton.
After a back injury kept her
out of the last game, Shelton
suited up and bagged point No.
1,002 with a three-pointer from
the left wing. It came at the four
minute. 30 second mark.
"I'm glad to get it over with,"
said Shelton, who finished with
19 points to bring her career total
to 1,018. "It'd be different if I
was a senior. I hope to use this a
stepping stone (for the rest of the
season)."
Shelton, who scored eight
points in the third quarter to
break the game open, got clearance from her doctor to play at
3:15 on Monday.
She is 30 points from catching
Erica Muskgrow for No. 2 on the
Lady Lakers' all-time list. She

should become the top scorer
next season with an outside
chance at the end of this season.
"That would be great," she said
after posing for pictures with the
game ball. "You take it one day
at a time. But I've got to work on
my free throws."
Calloway led 41-35 after three
quarters, but buckets by seniors
Susan Bucy and Antonia Dunn
put Calloway up 50-38 with 4:33
to play. Calloway built the lead
up to 11 before Mayfield's lastditch three-pointer cut the final
margin to 10.
Mayfield was led by Patricia
Powers, who scored 22 points.
She had to carry the load for the
Lady Cardinals when point guard
Misty Pierceall, averaging 19
points per game, went down with
a hip pointer late in the first half.
"You take her points out and it
really makes a difference,"
O'Rourke said of Pierceall. "Our
goal was to stop her and Powers
and Powers gets 22."
Calloway's guards took advantage of Mayfield's loss, as Farrah
Beach and Bucy each had 14 in
addition to Shelton's 19.

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times

Tigers destroy Falcon's press,
chalk up fourth win of season

's

ly JOHN P. TAYLOR
_may Ledger & Times Staff Writs/
offensive spurts defined Mon't y night's non-district game
.tqween Murray and Fort Camp-II on the Tigers' home floor. In
.1:c end, Murray came away with
Cs fourth win of the season,
downing the Falcons, 79-75.
Fort Campbell jumped to an
Parly four-point advantage, leadmg the Tigers 19-15 at the end of
he first quarter. The lead
Aretched to six points by intermission, 33-27.

•

TIGERS 79, FL Campbell 75
Ft CAIAPBELL
MURRAY

19 33 47 — 75
15 27 53 — 79
Ft Campbell
LMle 7. Haorr3e1 12. Gildersleeve 6.
8, Flatness 2. Collin 2. Prylon 21, Black 17 TOTALS. FG
28 Three-pdrit 4 FT 15-14 Rebounds 30
Mune* (44)
Curtiss 4. Alen 18, Foster 16. Chimney 19 Gann 2.
Greene 14 Jenkins 2. Weatherly 4 TOTALS: FG 32
Tntse-point 4 FT 11-12 Fistiounds 79

mei

Early foul trouble to James
Foster had the sophomore on the
bench most of the first half and
just two points in the scorebook.
Murray Coach Cary Miller did
not hesitate to leave one of his
offensive threats sitting down for

Racer Basketball

the duration of the opening half.
"Even though we were trailing
most of the first half, the game
was close enough to leave James
on the bench and not risk him
getting his third foul," Miller
said.
That strategy worked well for
the 4-8 Tigers. An explosive second half of 52 points, 14 by Foster, rallied Murray to victory.
The key to the game was the
third quarter, where the Tigers
outscored the Falcons 26-14. An
examination of Fort Campbell's
full-court press during the halftime break proved valuable for
Coach Miller's squad.
"In the first half, we didn't recognize some subtle changes in
their press," Miller explained.
"We talked about attacking the
press, because when you do that
the other team pays the price for
pressing so much."
And pay the Falcons did.
Numerous easy baskets inside the
paint during the third quarter and
III TURN TO PAGE 9

Racer Arena at 7:30 p.m.
Game sponsored by the University Store,Curris Center.

•

By PETE IACOBELLI
AP Sports Writer
COLUMBIA, S.C. — Mike
McGee started his job as athletic director at South Carolina
the same way he ended his
tenure at Southern Cal — with
a coaching change.
Gamecocks coach Steve
Newton resigned Monday as the
school released a report detailing five NCAA recruiting violations. After finishing out this
season as coach, Newton will
become an assistant athletic
director for the final two years
of his S102,000-a-year contract.
Assistants James Holland and
Craig Morris also resigned, but
weren't given other university
jobs.
McGee, who replaced Trojans football coach Larry Smith
with John Robinson before
assuming control at South Carolina on Jan. 4, said there
would be no rush to find Newton's replacement.
"Things are very fresh right
now," McGee said. "Many
coaching candidates the university would consider obviously
are tied up with their own
programs."
The resignations were necessary because of the violations,
characterized by McGee as secondary, meaning the school
gained no recruiting advantage.
"They were isolated and certainly not part of a pattern of
misconduct on the part of the
coaching staff," McGee said.
But Newton said it was "not
possible for this staff to continue here in the best interests
of all involved."
Three violations involve the
recruiting of Cortez Barnes, a
6-foot-7 junior college transfer
from Wichita, Kan. Two other
violations involve improper
transportation and travel reimbursement for 6-10 recruit William Cunningham of Augusta,
• TURN TO PAGE 9

Mayfield exploits
Lakers 'road' woes
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lodger & Times Sports Edftor

JOHN P TAYLOR/Lodger photo
Murray's James Foster drives
for the hoop for two of his 16
points.

An hour after Monday night's
game, Calloway County basketball coach Ron Greene and assistant Bobby Toon were at the
blackboard looking for answers
"We played real well early in
the season," Greene said after a
52-46 loss to Mayfield. "We're
really trying to explore and look
to see what was making us successful at that time."
At one point the Lakers, 2-22 a
year ago, had a 3-3 record after
an emotional win over rival Murray High. Since then, Calloway
(3-8) has dropped five straight
games.
Greene pointed to the injury
and absence of senior Jason
Greer as a possible reason, as
well as getting away from rotations that were working.
Whatever the reason, Greene
and his staff won't give up until
they have an answer. Nor will
their young players.
"We just have to fight through
this thing," the second-year coach
explained. "One of the best assets
we have is our auitude and a
good work ethic."
As in recent games, the Lakers
were in good shape for most of
contest. Greer, in action the last
four games after suffering a broken bone in his foot, hit an

Mayfield 52, LAKERS 46
144YFIELD

BrOlOPI

.....
. 09 23 32 — 52
..............092230-46

13, Leedi 9.
Travis 4 TOTALS:
13-19 Retards 20

FO

Ciao/elm 7. Ftlds 10.
17-33 Three-pasre 5-4 FT

Greer & CtssvW s. C3=71nderson S. Nantucket 14. Dopdall 3, Pike 6 TOTALS: FO 17-49 Threepoint 3-14. Fr 64. Rd:curds 23 ((3reet 10)

18-foot jumper to tie the game at
34-34 with six minutes to play in
the game.
Then, after a Mayfield score
put the visitors up by two, Greer
was whistled for a technical foul
while questioning an over-theback foul. Koby Fritts hit one
free throw and Chris Goodwin hit
a layup on the possession to put
Mayfield up 39-34.
Greer, finishing with eight
points, hit a layup and Thomas
Hornbuckle canned a jumper to
pull Calloway within 40-38 with
3:02 to play.
Goodwin drilled a threepointer to push the margin to five
and then Mayfield connected on
9-of-11 fret throws to seal the
win.
Calloway, which trailed 23-22
at half and 32-30 heading into the
fourth, is now 1-3 in the Fourth
District with the one win coming
against Murray.
"Somewhere along the way a
tire ran off the edge of the road.,"
said Greene, full of theories and
euphemisms. "We have to get all
our oars in the water at once."

Coo•-**%.444s.:z4t

MSU
Texas
vs.
Racers
Longhorns

Tuesday, Jan. 19

photo

Lady Laker Farrah Beach shoots over Mayfield's Patricia Powers
in Monday night's 61-51 win over the Lady Cardinals,

Newton
resigns
at USC

144

"Where the pace and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Purdom Motors Inc.
Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac
1300 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

753-5315

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at WhItnall
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
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EKU claims win
over OVC leader
Tennessee St.

Actions& Reactions
RACERS-TEXAS TICKETS
Tockats for tonight's Murray State-Texas men's basketball gam* are
priced as follows: $9 reserved, $8 general admission and $3 children.
Ticket windows at Racer Arena will open at 6:30 p.m.

MURRAY STATE FOOTBALL
The annuaul Murray State football banquet will be held Saturday afternoon at the Curris Center on the MSU campus. The banquet begins at 1
with a buffet lunch and wiN be highlighted by the announcement of the
Racers 1992 award winners. A Alm that features last season's SenitY
players will be shown and new coach Houston Nutt and his new staff will
be in attendance.
The banquet is open to the public. For reservations, please contact the
MSU football office at 762-6181. Tickets are priced at $15 apiece.

•Tigers destroy...
FROM PAGE 8
potentially tying three-point shot.
Soon after, with just 30 seca couple of crucial three-point
buckets by senior Chip Greene onds on the clock, Chris Allen
saw the six-point deficit evolve was fouled. Hç came up big with
into a six-point advantage for the two swishes, making it 77-72.
The Falcons were not done ralTigers entering the final frame.
Greene's hot hand didn't cool lying, however. Derio Little
off during the timeout between launched a trey from the left side
quarters. The senior nailed with 15 seconds left that hit
another , with 6:52 to play in the nothing but net, drawing his team
game to give the Tigers a nine- to within two points, 77-75.
With nine seconds to play, the
point lead.
The game seemed all but won game rested in the hands of
when Chris Cheaney's layup put Robert Weatherly when he was
Murray ahead by its largest mar- fouled. Weatherly calmly
gin, 67-53 with five minutes to dropped both shots through the
net, securing the victory.
go.
Fort Campbell's desperate shot
The visitors shaved 10 points
off the lead in the next three-plus at the buzzer fell short.
"Our foul shooting was exCelminutes, the last three coming on
lent
(11-of-12)," Miller said.
a long-range bomb from Anthony
Payton with 1:41 to play. Jadon "This shows that this young team
Black immediately stole the is maturing mentally. I could tell
inbounds pass and scored a layup before the game we were mentalto bring the Falcons to within ly prepared for this ballgame."
three.
Black was fouled On Fort
Cheaney led his team with 19
Campbell's next possession, sink- points. Three other Tigers fining both free throws to edge back ished in double figures, Allen
to within three, 75-72. Another with 18, Foster 16 and Greene
steal by the Falcons was not capi- 14. James Curtis took four
talized on when Payton missed a charges in the second half.

RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) John Allen had a team-high 19
points and 10 rebounds to lead
Eastern Kentucky to a 75-600
victory over Tennessee State
Monday night in Ohio Valley
Conference action.
Eastern hold a 43-33 lead at
the half and expanded that to
as much as 13 in the final
period.
With Eastern holding a
62-50 lead, Tennessee State
went on a 20-9 run to pull
within 71-70 on a free throw
by Carlos Rogers with 2:07
left.
A free throw by Brad
Divine with 29 seconds put
Eastern up 74-72. Rogers then
made only one of two free
throws with 16 seconds left to
pull Tennessee State with
74-600. Chris Brown added a
free throw for Eastern with 14
seconds left for the final score.
A 3-pointer by Rico Beasley
as Umb ran out for Tennessee
State was off the mark.

•Edgar...

A& A AUTO
RENTAL

•Newton resigns...
FROM PAGE 8
Ga.
Barnes stayed in the university's athletic dorm for about 42
of the 60 nights he was in Columbia during the fall semester
and he received workout equipment, though he was not
academically eligible, school
compliance officer David Didion said.
Morris and Holland phoned
Barnes at the dorm several
times, Didion's report said.
Barnes also told Didion that
Morris gave him a pair of
basketball shoes, which Morris
denied.
Holland also broke a rule by
completing Barnes' application
for correspondence courses at
Liberty University. He also
obtained and mailed a $1,223
cashier's check - using money
from Barnes' grandfather - to
pay for the courses, the report
said.
"Unfortunately, mistakes
were made by the staff members," Newton said. "I have
worked very hard to be part of
the process to correct the
situation."
The report, which has been
sent to the Southeastern Conference for forwarding to the

Morehead breaks losing streak
MOREHEAD. Ky. (AP) Dick Fick, Morehead Slate's animated coach, has found an appetite for something other than ties
and game programs again.
The Eagles broke a 13-game
losing streak with a 79-58 victory
over Austin Pe,ay in Ohio Valley
Conference action Monday night.
Morehead was the final Division
I team this season to earn a
victory.
"You could feel the tremendous relief out here tonight." Fick
said after the win. "My food has
been tasting terrible lately. This
should make it taste much
better."
Austin Peay is working on a
losing streak of its own now,
having dropped its last nine
games for a 3-11 and 0-5 mark.
Winless college basketball
teams don't normally warrant
much publicity. But Morehead
State has gotten a lot of attention
On ESPN this season because of
Fick, whose animated personality
and sideline antic have captured
the attention of sports fans. He
has been caught doing everything
from eating ties and programs to
laying prone on the sidelines.
ESPN college basketball analyst Jim Valvano bestows the
"Dick Fick Award" upon a
deserving coach, who best illus-

NCAA, recommended the assistants resign, but not Newton.
It also recommended a reduction of recruiting visits to 12 for
the 1992-93 season. Morris and
Holland can no longer recruit
while employed at South
Carolina.
The school, which normally
would be allowed 15 recruiting
visits, already had cut that to 14
as a self-imposed penalty for an
NCAA violation last June.
Barnes will not be allowed to
enroll at South Carolina, and
the report said there should be
more institutional controls over
the basketball program, including a required course on NCAA
rules for coaches.
While the report determined
there was no evidence Newton
knew or took part in th,e violations, the coach said he had to
take responsibility for the
program.
McGee said Newton's resignation was not part of a plan to
get a break from the SEC or the
NCAA. McGee said he spoke at
length with SEC commissioner
Roy Kramer about how the violations may compromise South
Carolina as a conference
member.

EARN
6.40%

INVESTMENTS

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century

21)
State Farm insurance companies
Horne Office: Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, Slate Farm Is There.

Jane Ro ers 753-9627
OVC STANDINGS
Conference /anemia
8 5
7 7
8 6
7 7
I 6
4 7
5 7
1 12
3 Ii

615
500
571
500
571
364
417
077
214

N. es

Also Available As I.R.A.

753.4703

St.
753-4461

ARD

"See me for all your family insurance needs."

EAST
Georgeborn 16. Connecticut 69
Mirousile 46. Fordham 40
SOUTH
Alabama St. 97. Alcorn St 67
Centenary Ill. Deane 79
Coll al Charleston 97, kid -Bellmore County 61
Coppin St. 79,
-E Shore 69
E. Kardudty 75. Tennessee St 73
East Carolina 641. George Wean 64
Howard U. 67. St Peters 62
Jackson St. 91. Southern U 136
James Madison 102, Old Dominion 89
Ubsny 70. Carmbill 50
Mantis St. 101. Tennessee Tech 71
hiss. Vaasa Si 107. Prairie VIew 80
Morehead St 79. Austin Posy 58
St. 82. Delaware St 65
arolna
fi
AST 66. Belhunia-Ccokman 52
N.0 -Ashanti, 72, Redbird 69
N.C..WIlmingion 23. Ametican U. 75
S, Carolina St. 84. Florida UM 74
SE Louisiana 98. Loyola, NO 82

FARM
BUREAU

Holland Motor Sales

RE

he was calling a doctor for one of
his players. "He needs a chiropractor," Fick shouted after an
Austin Peay player landed on an
Eagle's player's back. "Is there a
chiropractor in the house?"
Shanda Murphy, a 1992 graduate, said she didn't start attending
games until Fick began getting
exposure on the news.
"He has eaten his tic before. I
saw that, and that pretty much
did it for me. I wanted to go and
see what this crazy guy is all
about."
Morehead averaged almost
3,000 fans in 11 home dates, an
increase, of almost 40 percent.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

•Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean, Dependable Cars
•Call Us For Rates

trates being "into" the game
through either his sideline actions
or demeanor.
The award, presented each
Monday, shows a picture of Fick
superimposed over the top section of an Academy Award
"Oscar."
It also features videotape highlights of Fick lying prone on the
sideline at Rupp Arena during the
Eagles' loss to Kentucky in
December.
To Fick, lying down was a
silent protest to what he thought
was an improper call.
During Monday night's win,
Fick shouted to the referees that

Tenn Tech
4 0 1 000
Tennessee St
4 1 900
Murray St
3 1' 750
E Kentucky
3 1 750
libescorl
1
2 333
Tenn Martin
I
2 333
7-19601e Tenn
1
3 250
Morehead SI
1
3 250
Ausan Peery
0 5 000
z•neigible for ma-mason play

FROM PAGE 8
coach explained. "We've won six
out of our last seven, it could
boost our confidence and it could
send out a message to the rest of
the OVC."
Texas, 0-3 in the Southwest
Conference, has lost five-straight
games. Murray State is 3-1 in the
OVC and is beginning a six-game
home stand. Eastern Kentucky
will visit Racer Arena on Saturday, Jan. 23.

PAGE 9

sarnlord 81. NC -Greenaboro 66
South Alabama 45, Louisan& Tech 66
swoon 96. Cent Fianna 61
Tenn -Marbri 71, lading Tenn 67
Tennessee 60, NC Charlotte 70
Texas Southern 71. Grafting St 69
Taman St 117. Charleston Southern 76
VAnthrop 106, Cent. Connecticut St 90
MIDWEST
Butler 70, Notre Dame 56
Cleveland St el. Vila-Green Bay 66
Creighton 72. SW 1.111asou•I St 54
E lino* 71. 111-Chcago 57
Kansas 71. Kansas St 65
Miaow, 94, Coastal Canaria 69
N Phase 88. Youngstown St 62
N Iowa 74. iSlchla St 72. OT
S lanais 77, Bradley 64
SPlAssouti 91, S Utah 74
Valparaiso 82, W linos 65
SOUTHWEST
Ark -Una Rock 66, .lacksomnle 59
Texas Chnsban 66 Hotstra 83
Tuisa 69, Indiana St 84, 201
FAR WEST
UC Santa Barbara 61, Long Beach Si 60

PRO BASKETBALL
Monday's Games
New York 106. Phoenix 103
nes 118. OT
. Ona
n o
C
Ptiladki
Ncago 103.B
m 124osso
Houston 110. LA Liters 90
Sacramento 111, Golden Slats 107
NOW Jersey 100, Indiana 97
LA Clippers 94. Minnesota 93
Smile 106. Utah 96
Tuesday's Game.
Atlanta at Chorine. 630 p rn
WasNrigion at Indiana, 630 pm
Ponland at Waukee. 730 p m
Detroit at Dane& 7.30 pm
Denver at San Antonio. 7.30 pm
Houston at Sacramento. 930 p.m

Jane Rogers Insurance

East Main

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

Bob
Cornelison
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z"Vagae
.SPRUCEIND
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BUY

What are Power Buys? They're top-quality
products at huge discounts! Because every
True Valu._ Hardware Store has the buying
power of over 7,000 stores, we pass our
Power Buy savings directly to you!

(aclial)

9

.97 5-Shelf Storage
Unit. Heavy-duty. 12 x 30 x 60
- in., grey. Perfect for garage! N 4
689 1

1.85

4.99

2-Ft. Wooden Step
Stool is beam -braced for
strength. Convenient' P 507 067 66

Rotary Light Dimmer

has positive on/off. 600
watts. Economical!

DAVIDSON
6-DRAWER HOMEOWNERS
1001( I VII R.
The pedect soluhon to gettm9 your wort-shop neat
and orpemzed Features compartments !or Pcin small
end Dula slorage Convener'? casters R 110 392 1

CHILDREN EAT

FREE

*99

la CAROL

5.99

Car Battery Booster Cables.

All Children Under 12
Eat FREE Off Children's Menu
with purchase of
an Adult Meal

• 4 Cheat Drawers With

Tangle-proof, 10-gauge, copper,
12 ft. Be prepared!
G 365 064 12

Dividers
• 2 Drawer Cabinet
•
•
•
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•
;
•
•
•
•
•
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,
1 3
a -Point
i
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es
Snap-Blade

sential tool
Knife is;
for
;household!
'tough
a every"
handle.Features
super-;
TH9OR
616 680

Fso

i

MASTER
MECHANIC

Every Wednesday
Night
Professional 25-Ft Power
Tape. MM2425 R 825 455 69.1$
Heavy-Duty Utility Knife
incl. 2 blades. R1098196 1.2111

5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

SHONA'S

6.77

Mechanical Bath Scale.

Easy-to-clean vinyl mat Up to
280 lbs /127 kg
w
•

5
.88 Speed Square is
a framing

square, mitre and
protractor square.
R 129 304 5

4-Pc. Power Screwdriver
Bit Set. High -torque bits.
2 slotted, 2 Phillips.

R 742575 6

Murray Home 8 Auto

Hwy. 641 North

sil•••••••••-•M•

Made Of Heavy-Gauge
Steel Construction
22x12x13-in. Chest
26x14x27-in. Cabinet
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Classified

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m_
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Eciition.
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.

010
020
025
030
040
050

.1N \01 Nt F 111-A I s
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

Farm Equipment
.Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed
MISCELLANEOUS

311'1,u1 311 N I
070

Help Wanted
.Domestic & Childcare

540

For Trade

090
100

Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity

560

Free Column

110

Instruction

570

Wanted

060

020

410

Public Sale

020
Nolte*

--(SALE
Nrw Life Christian
Boo( Store
on Court Square

REWARD

AIL

a

.

REAL 11.:51.%1E RENTAL.

1-.!,

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

TRANSPOR IA I ION
Motorcycles
470
Auto Services
480
485 ........................... .Auto Parts
Used Cars
490
Vans
495
Used Trucks
500
Campers
510
520
Boats Si Motors

280

REAL ESTATE SALES

Mobile Homes For Rent

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

365

For Sale Or Lease

300

Business Rentals

420

Home Loans

310

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

320

Apartments For Rent

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

160

Oh0

Hodes

AURORA Pizza Magic Ge
nuine hand tossed pizza
fresh salads sandwiches,
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
Tues
4 74 8 1 1 9
1 800 649 3804

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
St.ltVil

120
230
250
290
530

150
141.
Wanted

Articles
For Sale

DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS tor people between the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in
school Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8-00am-3 00pm. We are an
EOE This protect is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Pnvate Industry CouncilJTPA

SECRETARY/receptionist
Professional secretary/
receptionist needed for
progressive Benton area
business Preferred qualifications include proven secretarial experience, typing,
shorthand, excellent telephone skills, accounting
apptitude, verbal & wntten
communication skils &
computer experience using
Word Perfect & Lotus We
offer competitive wages,
excellent benefits & pleasant working environment
Please send resume with
references to T. Pickett, 76
No. Main, Benton, KY
42025 EEO-F/F.

l3OGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
sod, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, np rap. 759-1828

COUNTRY Jean's OverStocked sale Group men &
ladies leans, $108 $1995
$100.00 for inforCarhartt coveralls & Jackmation leading to
ets. large sizes Riding dusters $5995 Men & ladies EMPLOYMENT opportunithe arrest and
Guess, Lee, Pro Rodeo, ties are now available for
conviction of perWrangler, Lee. LA Gear. individuals with disabilities
son or persons
Levis Low prices Hrs or special education high
Thur-Fn 12-4, Sat 12-4 5rni school graduates through
who vandalized
the JTPA program Anyone
94E, 759-1062
Allison
Photowho is interested in the
70
MELINDA Mohler has program may call 759-1965
graphy. Contact
Doimetic
reopened The Family Affair for an appointment
Childcare
Murray
Police
Hair Salon 94 West, Lynn
Inspectors.
HOUSE
No
Grove
The
be
Salon
will
Dept., 753-1621
CARING, educated woman
open Monday, Thursday & exp. necessary. Up to $800 has immediate openings
or call 753-8809.
Friday, 9-5 & Saturday wkly. Will train. Cal-Iold
All calls will re219-769-6649, ext. H-239, children. Education, child
9-12 435-4030
8pm,
Barn
7
to
days
main anonymcare, and relationship
ROGER Hudson Hauling
INSURANCE/collection building Mon-Fn, flexible
Hudson Horse and Clo
ous.
manager with excellent ver- hours, great rates! Call
thing Supply 753-4545
bal and written skills 753-3638 today
wanted for physician's of- I WILL babysit in my home
060
fice Must have previous weekdays Cal 759-1683
1993 MEDICARE
He0
experience with medical ofWanted
INFORMATION
fice procedure: coding, bill- WILL do babysitting
Medicare supplement
ACCOUNTANT Send re- ing, insurance and excel489-2581
insurance is now
sume with references to lent typing and computer
standarized
ID
Ellis Popcorn Co. 101 Pop- skills We offer challenging
plans and we write
lar, Murray, Ky 42071, At- opportunity, competitive
all u).
tention Edward Parker
salary and comprehensive
The part A deductible
CLERICAL position avail- benefit package. Send reyou, or your
able with established Mur- sume to: P.O. Box 1040-L, COULD your child benefit
insurance,
rom one on one tutoring
must pay has been
ray company
Computer Murray, Ky 42071
after school? Certified
increased to S676 in
skills, typing, $ filing reteacher working on Mas1993.
quired
Benefit package
HELP
ter's Degree wishes to tutor
Fur more information
available. Send resume to
children (K-12) with indiviWANTED
call:
P.0 Box 1040-M, Murray.
dual needs in the Murray
McCONNELL
KY 42071.
Kentucky
Fried
area Flexible hours and
INSURANCE
Chicken
is
looking
for
COMPUTER OPERATOR
references available
AGENCY
a few good employees
Murray State University
Please call 753 9575 after
753-4199
interested in a career
has an immediate opening
500 pm
or nationwide 1-800and advancement. If
for a computer operator.
455-4199
HOUSE cleaning experThis position is responsible
you're willing to work
Ocr 3151 year of service"
ienced, references furnfor the effective operation
you may be ready to
ished upon request. Call
of the IBM 4381 mainframe
Join our team at the
762-2206 Please leave
computer and peripheral
Murray & Mayfield
message
equipment during the evenKentucky
Fried
ing shift. This individual
lobs wanted, inSEWING
Chicken Restaurant.
ensures that all scheduled
p7....ss
cluding formal wear
frmeeadarm
We
offer
competitasks are initiated and run
753-1061
VitTEMANestI WILCONTO
tive income and insurto completion
The sucance,
plus
incentive
cessful'
candidate
shall
TRACTOR TRALIR TRAMINIG CENTERS
120
LIMA11044, T
bonus
have at least one year of
for
our
experience in the actual
managers.
Computers
operation of a mainframe
We are looking for
computer system and have
COMPUTER,
286
Super
manager trainee. Full
VGA,40 Mg Harddrive, 57.
completed at least two
and part-time. If you
and 34 disk drives. 1 year
years of college Formal
are energetic, enthuold 753-9481.
training in computer operasiastic and like people
bons at a technical school
4PC
computer corner_
we would like to meet
may be substituted for the
with hutch; printer
Desk
you.
Come grow and
experience requirement.
stand, connecting corner
•
prosper with an estabThis is a nonexempt. hourly
Best offer over $50 before
Licensed NE,I Tech/Artist
lished food service
position paying $7 43 per
Jan 23 753-2835
hour Applications should
Sarah Davis
business. Apply in perSPECIAL- New IBM combe obtained horn and reSpecializing in
son at KTC, Murray
patible 9 arid 24 pin color
Manicures. Pedicures,
sumes sent to Murray State
and
Mayfield. No
printer with color ribbon at
Acrylic Nails
University, Personnel Serphone calls.
black & white printer prices.
Evening Holes Available vices, 1 Murray St. Murray,
Try before you buy Call
Kentucky
Shear Lunacy KY 42071-3308 MSU
Hawkins Research now
does not discriminate on
753-2709
Fried
753-7001
the basis of race, color,
Chicken
10% Off
national origin, sex, or disaWith This Ad
bility in its programs and
141
•
activities For information
Want
the
ONE
better
of
sales
contact the MSU Office of
To Buy
Equal Opportunity at (502) positions in Calloway
County. Two week training ANTIQUES by the piece or
762-3155
period with pay $300 per collections Call 753-9433
EASY work! Excellent pay! week guaranteed salary, after 5pm
Assemble products at not a draw, for the next 12
Rent-A-Car
CASH paid for good, used
home Call toll free weeks All leads furnished
nfies, shotguns, and pis515 S. 12th St. 753-2255
1-800 467-6226 Ext Need one person Call
tols Benson Sporting
753-2654
8047
Goods, 519 S 12th,
PARK Rangers Game Murray
wardens. security, mainteFAMILY lo6king for big old
nance, etc No exp necesfarmhouse with a couple of
sary. For info call
acres and owner financing
219 769 6649 ext 7159
or lease option If you have
Antiques & Gifts
8am-8pm 7 days
anything, call Larry at
All mammon herb wreaths & swags New shipment every
PART TIME secretarial 759 1325
week of afghans, stoneware, punched tin lamps, •nd
position 15 30 hrs per
country floor & table lamps. New to Murray area week Computer skills LATE model tractor,
raniteware(dishwasher & oven safe). Red, green, blue
Call
necessary Send resume to 40 50hp, diesel
& black, swirled pattern. Christmas corner all year
P 0 Box 1040.J, Murray. 753-7951 after 5pm
Ky 42071
WILL buy good dean 1985
[Gift certificates & Bridal Registry
PART TIME maid 2 days and newer model motor
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
per week Must have own homes and travel trailers
Arrowhead Camper Sales.
Wed-Sat 10AM-5PM Sun 2-5PM
transportation Send refer
KY
ences to P 0 Box 402, Mayfield,
502 247-8187
Murray, KY 42071

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
ALLIANCE

1-800-334-1203

Lake Property

210

Help
Wanted

COMIC book collection for
sale Best offer 753-9481
GORE-TEX hunting boots
$7996
Steel toe work
boots $54 95. All kinds of
camouflage clothing & insulated coveralls & overalls.
Jerry's Sporting
Goods, 6th & Walnut,
Mayfield
GUARANTEED AMWAY
PRODUCTS for every
need are lust a phone call
away. We deliver Phone
759-1101
LET us make your clothes,
after and repair. Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals,
gowns and tixedos. Ruth's
See and Sew. Country
Square, 1608 N 121, Murray. 753-6981.

FIREWOOD 436-5598
FIREWOOD 436-2222 after 5pm

UgluDuckling
EISAMiNCE
MIll
orations Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars Custom Vans. and Vans For

Office. 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

Moving
112 So. 12th
Murray. KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town'
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

WENDY'S now looking for
daytime grill person Must
have fast food experience
Must be willing to work hard
& available Sunday thur
Sat Apply Wendy's. Chest
nut, Murray Ask for Val
ene, Oscar. or Melissa

1.10
Articles
For Sale
STEEL BUILDINGS Factory sae on 30x50. 40x60,
50•90, 70x150 Cal now
for spring construction
(502)759.1 503, Sam
Underwood
19 COLOR tv, washer
gas dryer Good condition
759 2580

Display Ads
$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
SO% Discount 2nd Rain.
60% Discount 3rti Run
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Penal
It 75 per column inch extra for %eider 1Shopping Guide:

Reader Ads:
25ff per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. 5t per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

300

270

Mobile
Homes For 5a1e

Mobilo
Homes For Sale

Business
Rentals

12x52 EXCELLENT condition, $4000 443-8539 after
3prn Ask for Ron or Amy
Mobley

NEW 1993 quality built
energy efficient homes
starting as low as $12,900
with central heat & air As
always, no one anywhere
has a better housing value
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc
1-800-642-4891, 2427 E
Wood St. Pans, TN

88FT x 50t1 metal building
Insulated gas heat Can be
used for 1 or 2 shops or
storage Located at 406
Sunbury Circle See Carlos
Black, Jr at Black's Decor
ating Center or call
753 0839 or 436-2935

WOOD for sale, 753-0527
1991, 14x56 MOBILE
or 753-9745
home $600 plus take over
payments 759-4994
220
CONCRETE runners, gutters, down spouts, plastic
FOR sale old upright piano ground cover and central
and tenor saxophone, air comes with all of our
$450/ea Phone 435-4458 double wides The best at
affordable prices Dinkins
PIANO tuning John Mobile Homes, Inc, 2427
Gottschalk, 753-9600
E Wood St. Pans, TN
1-800-642-4891 Champion's #2 Single Lot Dealership in North America
Musical

KEN-TENN Investigations
owner J B Wilburn, speaa
lizing in criminal, civil
domestic and insurance in
vestigations 14 years law
enforcement experience
502-436-6099 Licensed in
Kentucky and Tennessee

CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027.

NEW 1993 14'x70' Fleetwood mobile home Nice
shaded large 100'x170' lot
Out building. $25,000 Call
759-9732 after 3 30 Ask
for Mike 753-5709 after
6pm

UP to 3400 sq ft located
121 Bypass 753-2225
759 1509 after 6pm
BUSINESS offices for rent
Part time, full time, small.
large Very reasonable
rent Call Mur Cal Realty
75,3,4444

280
Moblle
Horne. For Flint
2BR. water and appliances
furnished Coleman RE,
753-9898
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3tx.
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753 5209

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753-4109

FISHERMAN'S paradise
2BR carpeting, drapes ref
1978 partially furnished
dishwasher, wid hookup.
mobile home 12x60, 2br,
central ha $350/mo DeROYAL blue sequined
lbath Double lot off 280,
posit required No pets
prom dress with matching
7. mile to Blood River
753-9240
270
shoes and jewelry Call
Good garden spot, 6 fruit
Mobile
759-1824
2BR duplex in Northwood
bearing trees, grape arbor 4
CAR clean-up shop of $325/rno 759-4406
Horns* For Sale
New large covered porch. 3 ice, paved
SPA, 5
person,
lot, air
67-x6'10*x35-, 2hp pump BEST Home Center, toll out buildings (8x12, 16x16, 753-4509
2BR duplex with garage
& 8x8)
ree: 1-800-282-3781
for 5 jets, light, ozone, air,
dishwasher, garbage dm
FOR Rent-Business Retail
NEW
2br $9,999.,
cover, and redwood steps
NESTLED in the woods on or Office Space in S Side posal, w/id hook-up
$517
$142/mo
,
down Pay2 years old $2950 Call
$450/mo. Day 753-7688
a Tennessee hillside sur- Shopping Center
ment; New 3br 11,999.,
753-3488
Night 759-4703
rounded by nature's glory, 753-4509 or 753-6612
$144/mo , $620 down paylust a few miles from Pument; New doublewide
ryear on 18.35 private
155
$17,999 ,$216/mo., $932
6
acres Extra nice mobile .
01
, .
ffGonv.
.
G.--..guiv.
F.
down payment. $0 down
home $31,900. Call Betty
Appliances
with deed, free set-up &
Lou Daily, Century 21,
KENMORE 70 series installation.
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Olnillatiiii*
washer. 1966 model, $30 14x70 WITH lot off 94 near (502) 753-1492 or (901)
753-1826
247-3737.
lake 527-7986
160 Horns
FurnIshinge
COUCH & loveseat $750
Entertainment center, $40
753-1177
COUCH, recliner & daybed. All nearly new.
753-0588.
MAPLE hutch real good
condition 753-7481 after
4pm
PILLOW Back couch and
loveseat, $450, brown with
light oak tnm, good condition 436-2174

MENA'S BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture, Appliances, and Misc Items
Use Our Layaway Plan
Now Renting Nintendo
210
Firewood

GREY'S

has a delightful situation. Three inPROPERTIES terested customers
are looking for
homes in and around Murray (county
included) listed for under $35,000. The
Multiple Listing Service (the combined
homes for sale by the MIS member
brokers) has only ONE HOME inside
Murray city limits under $35,000 in
their last publication! Have you thought
about moving up or changing locations?
I know it is still winter but there are
BUYERS available. Call the office and
chat with me about your home. One of
my joys is to put the perfect SELLER
and the perfect BUYER together.
P.S. There is a need for homes under
$100,000 as well. If you have been
toying with the idea

Call Lynda
at 759-2001

*
nYilIWT°14-16-1
*
81.8 ACRES OF CREEK BOTTOM LAND

SATURDAY,JANUARY 23, 1993
10:00 Am.- REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
MRS,SHIRLEY GILBERTS FARM
FAR SOUTH GRAVES COUNTY KENTUCKY
NEAR 1NE LYNNVILLE ARO MODES CHAPEL COSIMUNITY
A SNORT DRIVE FROM IMMO - MURRAY - FULTON
From Lynnville Take Hwy.94 West 1/2 Mlle To Rhodes Chapel
Rd."Hwy. 1382. Proceed South 4.5 Mlles To The Farm.
Hwy. 1382 "Rhodes Chapel Rd" Is A New Paved Hwy.
ACCORDING TO ME ASCS 75 ACRES ARE 11LLIIIILL
THERE IS *32 ACRE ASCS GRAIN BASE.
A WELL AND SEPTIC TANK HAVE BEEN INSTALLED.
THIS ONE COULD BE A SLEEPER!!
MAKE PLANS TO BE THERE!!
81.8 ACRES OF CREEK BOTTOM LAND
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
$5,000.00 DOWN,BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!!

JAMES
R. CASH
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
RC

-

b
ira
ll

FANCY FARM KENTUCKY
502-623-8466 - FAX 502-623-8885
THE SELLING MACHINE

,j1IC

LAND - A WISE INVESTMENT

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

SURPRISE YOUR VALENTINE
With their
picture & message, or a Loveline in the paper!

;OM

Happy Valentine's Day
Lynn!

By Way of the
Grapevine

America's Second Car

,1-.
1,1Fltt 11 Vs.1/1'
Computers
120.
130
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Boy
140
Articles For Salo
150
Appliances
155
Home Furnishings
160
Antiques
165
170 ...................Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
180
195
Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Muffles)
240
Miscellaneous
260
T.V. & Radio
380
Petal & Supplies
270

Firewood

Classified Ad Rates

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion oftheir ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Tunes will be
responsable for only one incorrect insertion_ Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

753-1916

FARMERS MARNE 1
190
370
390
400
550

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE AN Al) CALL

DEADLINES

I will love you till the
end of time. Thank
you for your love.
Love, Paul

rrrrvrry
Just bring in $8.00for a picture, names &love lines,along with a stamped,
self-addressed envelope for the return of the original photo. Or $5.00 for
Lovelines (no more than 20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
Deadline for receipt of Photo s & Lovelines is Noon, Thurs. Feb. 11th.

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Advertising Dept.

753-1916

•

• •••11.-:":1":"""
•

•

.r. .•

44.

•

TUESDAY, JANUARY 19, 1993

CIASSIFIEDS

A

Mans-

110

NEW 2br townhouse, all
appliances furnished. inducting washer and dryer,
$450/mo. plus deposit 1
2BR TOWNHOUSE: year lease Available irn
$425/mo, plus deposit No medialely. 753-4573.
pets. 753-1266, from
NEW duplex, all gas, cen8are5pm.
tral sir. appliances plus dis2BR DUPLEX, central ha, hwasher, utility room with
appliances furnished. Coled hook-up, quiet area,
man RE, 753-91398.
lease and deposit, no pets.
759-1087.
5-ROOM apt located at 703
S 4th. See Carlos Black. NOW liking apdimtions
Jr. at Black's Decorating for section 8,low rent housCtr., or call 753-0839 or ing. Apo* in person at
436-2935.
Southside Manor apartAPARTMENT in single ments. No phone calls
family dwelling area. 2br, please. 906 Broad St. (Exappliances, quiet area, tended) 8am - 12 noon
near university. $325/mo. Mon.-Fri. Equal housing
Cas 753-8096 or 753-2633. opportunity.
ENERGY efficient 2br off
94E, $275/mo. Deposit, no
pets. 753-8848 before
8Pm.
FOR rent: 2br apartment
partially furnished, w/d hookup, references & deposit
required. No pets. Call
753-8463.
HOUSING near MSU for up
to 4 students. Available for
Spring Semester. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
2
BR
Duplex
Northwood w patio & carport. Cent
H A. Stove, refrig.,
dishwasher, disposal. w d hookup.
Bedroom has 15'
Ig closets. Many
kitchen cabinets.
INCLUDES SEPARATE
PRIVATE
20x30 STORAGE
BLDG
W OVERHEAD DOOR. Ref.
$400 dep, $400
mo. No pets.
753-3018

380
Pete
59
-

38R, 2'6 bath, 2 car carport. 2 utility rooms, rear
padio, central heat/air.
1705 Mier. 437-4180

NOW OPEN

38R HOUSE with garage, 1
bath, no pets, $396hno.
Deposit 8 references.
527-8585.
BEAUTIFUL 3br home in
Panorama Shores. Excellent country location. Many
extras. 615-358-3820 after
4pm.

Dog Day
Afternoon
Dog Grooming
Ali Sizes - Ali Breeds
Southside
Shopping Carder
Wat/
1
4-ins ittncome

759-1768

FOR rent. 4br, 24 bath
home, $500/mo, $500 deposit 1-618-533-2116 Call
4-6pm.

Real

360
For Rent
Or Less*

FOR your real estate
needs, contact Wilson ReTAKING applications for CREEKVIEW Self-storage alty at 302 So. 12th
section 8 rent subsidized warehouses on Center 753-3263. Wayne Wilson,
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bed- Drive behind Shoney's. 753-5086, broker; Pat Colrooms, handicap accessi- $20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
eman, 753-0818, associble. Equal Housing Opporate; Dan Miller, 435-4144,
tunity. Apply HiNdale Apts. NORTHWOOD storage associate & auctioneer.
Hardin. Ky. or call presently has units avail502-437-4113.
able. 753-2905 for more HUNTER'S paradise -Hunters say the deer and wild
information.
UPSTAIRS, 2 bedroom
turkey are abundant on this
apartment, deposit, lease,
100 acres just off Stale Une
365
no pets. 113 S 13th St. Call
Road in Tennessee. Mid
For
risis
753-340
40's. Call Betty Lou Daily,
Or Loess
Century 21, Loretta Jobs
3BR, 2 bath condominium. Realtors. 753-1492 or
3.10
753-3293 after Sprn.
(901) 247-3737.
Houses
For Rad
KOPPERUD REALTY of370
fers a complete range of
1615 BELMONT, 3 b
Livestock
Real Estate services with a
house, 14 bath, w/d hoo
& Supplies
selection of quality
wide
kup, central gas heat and
air,$525/mo rent « HAY-round bales. Clover homes, all prices.
$500/deposit. References, grass, alfalfa, $20/bale. 753-1222.
753-8848, before 8pm.
no pets. 753-6350.
PERFECT LOCATION TO
START YOUR BUSINESS.
2BR ALL electric house in
380
Corner lot in prime area of
Panarama Shores. Kitchen
Pets
town with high traffic count
with stove & refrigerator,
& Supplies
140+ ft. highway frontage,
great room with wood burning fireplace insert, 1 bath, BEAUTIFUL AKC regis- zoned B-2. All city utilities
available, close to universcreened-in porch & large tered Toy Poodles,
sity. Price has just been
deck. W/d hookup avail- $100/ea. 901-352-2416.
reduced to $49,950. Call
able. $275/mo. with $275
COCKER Spaniel puppies. Kopperud Realty.
security deposit, 1/yr lease
Blond. $100/ea. AKC regis- 753-1222. MIS #4526.
required. 753-6313 after.
tered. 502-382-2300.
5pm or 842-8664.
RE/MAX Properties Ltd.
HAVE an obedient, safe Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
2BR, CHERRY Corner:
Stove & refrigerator. dog for show or home. Jean Bird, Bel-Air Center.
Classes or private lessons. 502- 753 -SOLD.
$300/mo., references and
deposit required. Call after Serving Murray for over 1-800-369-5780.
12yrs. 436-2858.
4pm. 753-3187.
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

IRS

INCOME TAXES
Allison's
Siberian
Huskies

•Individual
-Partnership
-Corporation

JERRY W. WILSON
Certified Public Accountant
O4 South Sixth Street
Murray, KY 42071

SOO

NOUNS
For Rent

For Real

2BR new MSU. Available
now. $300/mo., water and
appliances furnished. Coleman RE, 753-9898.

753-4153
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AKC registered,

top of the line,
dark gray and
white, blue eyes.
Call 753-8809

Classified Ad
Sale!
- February Only Run a Classified Line Ad
3 days get 1 day

FREE

fa days-2 days free, 9 days-3 days free)

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
V Ads must run three consecutive
days.
V No changes will be made in copy.
V Paid days will run first.
V No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads
will remain in effect. If you are a regular
classified customer and your ad is already
scheduled for February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

Of This
SAVE•
I
Advantage
Take
Sale
and
Call

753-1
916
to place your ad.

Lake
Property

LAND
WANTED
Acreage & lakefront land suited
for recreational
use - hunting,
fishing, hiking.
Must be buildable. Will pay fair
market
value
Call Bobby at
Woodland Acres
in Cadiz, KY
800-858-1323.

.110
Lots
For Saki

Homo
For Solo

sin
Used
Trucks

EXTRA! EXTRA! You can
read all about it, but words
can't express the charm of
this 3br, 3 bath 1.5 Wry
brick home set back from
the sweet in a haven of
mature trees, beautiful
landscaping on a large corner lot. Another extra is a
new central gas heating
system, carpet, appliances
and the last extra, just reduced to $112,500. Cal
Kopperud Realty at
753-1222 for your showing
today.

1085 CHEVY Siverado. BACKHOE Service - ROY
One owner, $6500 HILL Septic system, dnve753-6742
ways, hauling, foundations.
1987 NISSAN extended etc 759-4664
cab, red, 5-speed. air. BACKHOE SERVICE
753-2558 before 3pm.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
1988 4x4 JIMMY, sharp, installation, repair, replacement. 759-1515.
low miles 435-4301.
'86 DODGE 3/4 ton with 91 BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Knapheide utility body 8 Service. All work guaranteed 753-1134.
racks. Brent Allen
759-1515.
CARPENTER. decks,
fences, remodeling & new
520
construction, commercial
or residential Call
Boats
FARM' neat 3br home si& Motors
759-1424 after 5pm.
tuated in 120 acres MA_
land gentle rolling, some 1990-18F1 shadow bass CARPET and vinyl installa
woods, great for cattle boat with Mercury 150 XR4. Don and repairs. Glen BobSpring fed creek, barns and Flipping deck, lowrange ber, 759-1247.
more. Professional Real graph 8 flasher, time controlled live-wells, hot foot, CARPORTS for car and
Estate. 759-1591.
steering controlled trim trucks. Special sizes for
GREAT starter house/ switch. Extremely sharp 8 motor homes, boats, RV's
and etc. Excellent protetrental properly. 2br, gas fast, 11,500.
Days. bon,
high quality, excellent
heat, windovi, air, base- 753-1323. Nights
ment Located 1 block from 753-4117. Ask for Chuck value Roy Hill, 759-4664
hospital. Needs some repair. Serious inquiries only, SAVAGE bass boat w/115 CHIM Chim Chimney
Mercury. 753-6679.
$28,500. 759-1293.
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts. We sell
NEWLY redecorated home
S10
chimney caps and screens.
inside and out 3br, 24
Sorilme
435-4191
baths, approximately 2000
Mod
sq.ft., just minutes from
COLSON'S Home Repair
Murray, 1 acre lot, 2 car A-1 TOWN/country yard Remodeling. carpentry,
garage, many extras, mowing,landscaping,tree painting and plumbing.
$85,000. 489-2454.
trirnming,tree removal,light 436-2575 after 5c•ri
hauling. Free estimates.
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Tim Lamb, 436-2528.
Homes, trailers, offices
Auto
Al TREE Service. Stump Wulff's Recovery, Murray
Porte
removal and spraying Free 436-5560
283 CHEVY engine with estimates. 753-0906 after
300hp heads. 759-4131.
5pm, 759-9816, 7510495 CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Servioe. Com301 PONTIAC motor 400 A-1 TREE removal & tree plete installation and serturbo trans. Low mileage, trimming. Light hauling & vice, Call Gary at
good shape. $200. odd jobs. Free estimates. 759-4754
492-8481.
436-2102, ask for Luke.
DRYWALL, finishing, re
USED tires 195/70/14 ALPHA Builders- Carpen- pairs, additions and blowGoodyear Eagle GT, black try, remodeling, porches, ing ceilings 753-4761.
wall, mounted and ba- roofing, concrete, drivelanced. $125 + tax per set. ways, painting, mainte- FENCE sales at Sears
Key Auto Parts, Hwy 121 nance,*tc. Free estimates now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
South. 753-5500.
489-2303
needs
AL'S hauling, yard work,
GENERAL Repair plumbtree removal, mowing. Free ing,
roofing, tree work
estimates. 759-1683
436-2642.
1964 VW bug, fresh pink ANY remodeling, building, GERALD WALTERS.
paint, new interior. All parts painting, roofing. Refer- Roofing, vinyl siding, paintnew front to back. ences. 759-1110.
ing. Free estimates. 18
759-4131.
APPLIANCE SERVICE years experience. Local re1980 FORD Fiestas one Kenmore. Westinghouse, ferences 436-2701.
owner, 76,xxx miles; nearly Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- BACKHOE and Hauling
new tires, battery, muffler, perience. BOBBY Service. 753-1221 or
brakes, clutch; good HOPPER, 436-5848.
753-1537.
condition-an excellent APPLIANCE REPAIRS.
school Of work car! $595. Factory trained by 3 major GUTTERING By Sears
753-6915 (evenings).
manufacturers. Most parts Sears residential and comstock, on my truck All mercial continuous gutters
in
1983 CUTLASS Supreme.
work
and parts warranted. installed for your specificaExcellent condition.
tions Call Sears 753-2310
Ask for Andy at The Ap753-2429.
for free estimate
pliance Works, 753-2455.
1984 RENAULT Encore,
2-door, 5-speed, p/s, good
second car, $950.
489-2609.
Service on all brands window air conditioners 1985 PLYMOUTH Charrefngerators - freezers - washers - dryers ger, 2dr. 4sp. In good con'microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges
dition. $1750 obo. Call
489-2609.
Factory Authorized Repairs For:

I APPLIANCE REPAIR I

1989 DODGE Caravan, extended, a/c, cruise, heavy
duty equip. for family Of
small business use. Call
7516268.
1990 HONDA Accord, EX
Burgandy in color, has every available option. Call
after 5pm. 759-1274.

Tappan•Keivinator-EmersontBrown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed
753-5341 or 753-1270

, Steele•Allbritten, Inc.

yam

1977 DATSUN p/u, 4x4,
4ep. Uft kit VAN Wade
THIS 3-4 bedroom, 2 bath,
lovely brick home with dou- for almost anything.
ble garage was made for 753-3863.
your family. Located in a
1980 TOYOTA pickup
great neighborhood. This tuck, speed. Good
5
condihome has it d. OvIlf 2,000
tion, newly painted. Call
am,
square feet of living
after 5pm. 489-24309.
new* painted. Nice lawn
and deck. 8004. MIS 1963 CHEW, C-10, 4X4,
P/B, AUTO., 70morrni.
14342. Contact ICopperud
753-2155.
Realty. 753-1222.

HADAWAY Construction: REFINISHING, stripping.
Home remodeling, pant- custom woodworking
ing. wallpaper, carpentry, 753-8056
floor covering No job too
ROCKY COLSON Home
small. 436-2052
Repair Roofing, siding
HANDYMAN will do plumb- painting, plumbing. con
ing, electrical, carpentry crete Free estimates Call
and general repair. 474-2307
753-0596
SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS,
HOME Improvement Spe- installation, repair, replacecialist. Vinyl siding. win- ment 13ackhoe service
dows, carports, and patio BRENT ALLEN 759-1515
enclosures. 753-0280.
SEWING machine repair
K.B. ASSOCIATES Gen- Kenneth Barnhill
eral construction, remodel- 753 2674
ing, garages, decks, patios,
SHEETROCK finishing,
interior trim. 753-0834.
textured ceilings Larry
KITCHEN CABINET RE- Chresman 492-8742
COVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain for- SURE WAY Tree & Stump
mica, all colors Free esti- Removal Insured with lull
mates Wulff's Recovery line of equipment Free estimates Day or night.
Murray 436-5560.
753-5484
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. For all your carpet and T C Dinh Repair and Main
upholstery call 753-5827 tenance Electrical - Clean
mg Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Free
estimates
Emergency water removal Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm
LICENSED for electric and
THE Gutter Co Seamless
gas 753-7203
aluminum gutters, variety
NATURAL LP & Propane of colors Licensed, ingas installation and ser- sured. Estimate available
vice, licensed and insured 759-4690.
Phillip Carter 753-6194
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

•

VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
PLUMBING - Free esti- $35 New location. Route 1,
mates Affordable rate Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Same day service. All work Mon.-Fn.; 753-0530
guaranteed. 492-8816

PS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

e
'.
N,
-.---N
).
1

'Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURR AY (B•A ncl Bu^.ny Ballaol
753 5910

‘.45%

41111.111''---.1.91
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Murray Ledger & Times
To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.
Li All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $57.00 ger year.
Li All other subscribers $64.50 per year.
Name
Address
(7ity
Zip

State
Phone (

GUN, KNIFE, & BASEBALL CARD

SHOW
MARSHALL COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL

20 ACRES on Johnny 1991 RS Camero.
Red, tRobertson Rd. 1100 feet tops, extra
clean.
753_9041.
north of 94. 753-5541.

I

Sending
Offered

ADMISSION: $2.00
CHILDREN UNDER 12 FREE

1991 ACURA Integra LS,
loaded, power sun roof,
18xxx miles. 753-5094.

SINGLE dwelling building 3 VOLKSWAGONS,
lots. Al utilities including diesels, to be fixed or for
city cable. Joining city lim- parts. 436-5560.
its. 753-5541.
82, 200 ZX with T-tops,
WOODED building lots in p/w8d, auto, trans, asking
Lynwood Heights City wa- $2700, obo. Cal after 3700,
ter, natural gas, cabievi- (502) 753-7465.
sion, 3 3/10 miles on 94
west from Murray City Lim- CAR Stereo Installation
its. 6% simple interest ft- 753-0113, Sunset Boule753-5841l3
nancin c rNavailable. vard Music, Murray's Al753-1566.
-Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center, 1 block
Joj
from MSU dorms.
Noose
FOR Sale: 1990 Chevy CaFor UM
velier, 44m miles, ariVfm
stereo, a/c, $5692.
3I3R, 1BATH, newly decor- 753-9240.
ated kitchen, bathroom,
large detached double garage, fenced back yard, priced mid 30's. Must see to
appreciate. In the country.
Puryear area. Moody Re1988 PLYMOUTH Grand
alty, 1-800-642-5093. Ask Voyager
LE, V6, sun
for Many.
screen glass, anVfm cas4BR, 2bath, brick ranch sells. Excellent condition,
home with approx. 4.5 $6900. 759-1555.
acres, all fenced in. Ideal
1989 DODGE Caravan,exfor horses or cattle, 6 stall
tended, tics cruise, heavy
NE
of
miss
shed.
5
tool
Murray. 759-4947 after duty equip. for family or
small business use Call
5Prn•
753-6268.
CANTERBURY 3br, 2.4
bath. LR, DR, hardwood, 2
cm garage, privacy fence,.
landscaped 753-5264.

530
Services
Wired

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Hale Rood, nght on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 mile
OPT N TO TM- PUP( C

753-0466

NON PROT T ORGAN IAT,OrT

P.O Box 1033

Murray

On call
24 hours / 7 days
Hawkins Research

DRENVILLE, KENTUCKY
Saturday, January 23, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m
Sunda , Jan
24, NOON to 5 .m.
SiqiNSOIZED BY
The Lakeland Gun Collectors Association
and
The Marshall County Athletic Department
PROCEEDS TO
Spring Sports
Co-sponsored by the local businesses listed below.
Calvert City Lumber Company
Majestic Pizza & Steak House
DRAFFENVILLE

Lacey's Family Restaurant

753-7001

BENTON

BUY

'-'111113611BEIMBI
, 11111111111111111l_11 al
••••••1.

SALES
SERVICE
UPGRADES

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

SELL

TRADE

;CI

TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
NO DOWN PAYMENT

New 38R Ranch. Energy efficient, brick home with 2 Ml
bathe, fireplace, central beat and air, vaulted ceiling,
diehwesher, ringe, well to well carpeting, ekyhght,
conventionally built on crawl space over 1550 sq. A. for
only 948,900.

gAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Satisfied Customers Since 1958
(802)582-1800
(502)564-3287
Basement & Garage Optional

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA,Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, tp4ive you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 7534199

McConnell Ins, Agency
Hopkinsyllie Fed. Say. Bldg
7th at Main, Murray. Ky.
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TUESDAY, JANUARY. 19, 1993

Cold-sore virus promotes heart disease

MONTEREY, Calif.(AP)-The herpes virus that gives people
cold sores promotes cholesterol deposits in the arteries and leads to
blood clots, researchers say.
530
510
530
Researchers have known for 15 years that herpes infections can
Swine
Services
SWAM
increase
the risk of atherosclerosis, or hardening of the arteries.
Oftered
Offered
Offend
Now, they have determined precisely how the virus does it.
"The virus changes the structure of blood-clotting proteins so
WALT'S Mobilo Home Re- WINDOW ant: home, bustthey stick to ow' arteries," said David P. Hajjar of Cornell Univerpair. Soundproofing, rub- noes, auk). Free estimate.
sity Medical College in New York. "We now know what that
bet coating for rook, part- Reasonable rates.
change
is."
wig lot sealing. flat roofs 753-5185 or 762-2321
Hajjar said his research dealt with atherosclerosis in the coronary
repaired. 502-436-2776.
arteries that nurture the bean. Blockage of those arteries by cholesterol and clots can cause a heart attack.
The findings do not mean that everyone who gets cold sores is at
high risk of heart disease.
*
Saturday, January 23, 1993 @ 11:00 AM
But Hajjar said the findings suggest that people who get cold
•
* To Bo Held At My Office. Appx. 1 Mlle From Dover, TN. * sores might want to be especially careful about controlling their
On U.S. 79 Toward Clarksville.
heart disease risk factors, which include smoking, high blood pres400+ Acres with new survey plus marketable tinter.
sure and obesity.
„L. Property known as Irene Seibert Property, 1st Civil Disvict. Stewart County. Map 1208parcel *
And he said the discovery could lead to new drugs to prevent
"r No. 1. Recorded in Swart County Regimes Office. Sod property fronts Wilson Hollow Road.
*Property being almost direr* across Labia from Cumberland City Stearn Plant. Said property IS ar heart disease.
!A. mos* timbered with marketable timber being harvested appx. 20 yrs. ago. Property has *
Hajjar said he would put the herpes virus "in the category of
frontage on Wilson Hollow Road with apex. yrs rnile of shoreline on Barkley Lake with Cross
environmental agents which could make the disease worse. The virit
- Creak's WIIdits Refuge Wing across from property. This property offers a lot for the investor
* and the recreational minded people. Excellent fishing and hunorg-watedowl, deer, turkey . * us is probably not a causative factor. It's probably involved later
Attains Rivers Bend Corp of Engineers Park.
on." after cholesterol deposits ha4e begun to form.
J▪ r Property to be sold as follows:
He reported the findings Monday at the American Heart Associa*Timber - All marchantabla ember - 1 2"diameter -12" horn ground. Buyers have 18 months to *
tion's annual conference for science writers.
*cut and remove sane from said premises.
Dr. Edward S. Cooper, the heart association's president, said, "I
400. Acre' being sold in 4 tracts. All tracts regrouped - sold as *hot*. Timber will also be *
Jr regrouped and sold with carnotite package.
think it's interesting new information, but the significance is not
* Terms:Timber deposit 20% to be applied to purchase price. Closing on or before 30 drys from *
known at this point. This is why research is so important."
„L. sale.
Hajjar's work began in the late 1970s, when he showed that
, Real Estate- 10% Ernest money - which will be credited toward purchase
of real property.
Closing within 30 days.
chickens exposed to a chicken herpes virus had an increased risk of
* Dr. Richard Barnes represents the Siebert Estate. Real Estate and timber all sells with reserve.
atherosclerosis.
A uctionees Comments:Neva before have we offered such good reaeatoorisl property. Some
Others determined that herpes simplex virus type!, which causes
ir tracts have apnng branches. Thre• will have lake frontage. coves I bluffs. etc. Lots of 4T* marketed' timber. Excellent property for growing timber. Be present and bid.
cold sores, increased the risk of bean disease in people, but no one
„L. For showing call our office or see signs on property which will be displayed from main Indian * knew bow.
'"T- Mound,Tn. Road to Ferry or Wilson Hollow Road. Wel also have survey plats showing tracts.
Research has since suggested that some other herpes viruses may
* REMEMBER SALE TO BE HEW AT MY OFFICE.
aggravate atherosclerosis, Hajjar said. Seven kinds of human
also
printed
matter.
* Announcement day of sal* wit have precedence over
herpes viruses are known, including the viruses that cause genital
IY
herpes, chicken pox and certain infections seen almost exclusively
in AIDS patients.
BOGARD REALTY & AUCTION CO.
In the most recent work,311ajjar has shown that when herpes
Dover, Tenn. 615-232-5150 • Firm Lic. #45
infects artery walls it produces a substance called glycoprotein C
Auctioneer: Ed "Bogie- Bogard, Lic. # 548 • 615-232-5150
that serves as an anchor for a key chemical involved in blood
Let us sell your Farms, Timber, Farm Equipt 8. Household Items.
clotting.
444* He has also shown that herpes virus produces changes that
encourage the build-up of cholesterol deposits inside arteries and
Interfere with the body's normal process for breaking up and disposing of those deposits.

„
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AUCTION!
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Campus Lights is
set for Jan. 28-31Local MSU students are
A lighthearted show using the
music of three early American cornposers is planned for the 56th annual
production of Campus Lights at
Murray State University Jan. 28-31.
The student-produced show will
feature music from George Gershwin, Richard Rodgers and Cole
Porter. The show is scheduled at 8
p.m. Thursday through Saturday,
Jan. 28-30, and 2 p.m. on Sunday,
Jan. 31. All performances will be in
Murray State's Loveu Auditorium.
Ticket prices are $S for adults,
$3.50 for students and children
under 3 are admitted free.
The show's plot is based on
cliches of these composers' earlier
shows and is a review oftheir music,
according to Dallas Street, director
of the program and assistant chairman of the board of directors.
"We've set the show in the mid1930's when these composers were
at their musical peaks and writing
for Broadway," Street, a senior
music major from Golconda, Ill.
"The show mainly contains a lot of
Broadway jazz. We really think it
has the potential to be a great show."
Murray State's Campus Lights is

•

kr.1
• It.

=

considered to be the longest-running student-produced musical in
the mid-south. The annual event is
sponsored by Sigma Alpha Iota and
Phi Mu Alpha, two professional
music fraternities at Murray State.
Proceeds from ticket sales are used
to provide scholarships.
The show features a 40-member
cast and crew of Murray State
students from various academic disciplines,including many non-music
areas.
Staff members for Campus
Lights 1993 include Melvin Bishop,
a senior education major from
Louisville; Brett Burton, a senior
music education major from Madisonville; Kris Eans,a junior performance major from Owensboro;
Alan Emerson,a senior music major
from Owensboro; Johnnie Coffey,a
senior music education major from
Dawson Springs; and Susan Ashworth, a junior biology major and
music minor from Mt. Vernon,Ind.
Tickets will be sold at the door,
but reservations may be made by
calling the Department of Music at
(502)762-4288 between 8 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. weekdays.

Horseman's Club will
sponsor team penning
The Murray State University
Horseman's Club will sponsor a
Team Penning at the West Kentucky Exposition Center Jan. 23
beginning at 1 p.m.
Approximately 150 teams are
expected to participate in the event
which will feature open, mixed and
novice classes. Open and mixed
teams will compete for 50 percent
jackpot money with a $500 purse
added to the open class and $100
added to the mixed class. Both the
open and mixed classes required a
S15.00 cattle charge with team entry
fees set at $75.00 and $45.00 respectively.
The novice class is open to riders
not having won over $150.00 per
person. A $30.00 entry fee per team

will be charged, with prizes
awarded.
Cattle will be furnished by Riley
Livestock.
According to MSU Horseman's
Club president Jay Cloud, senior
middle school education major, the
event is one of the most successful
fundraising activities sponsored by
the club. There are approximately
40 student members of the club
which is set up primarily to assist the
equestrian team with related activities.
Admission to the penning is
$2.00 for adults and $1.00 for
students. Additional information
may be obtained by calling club
advisor and MSU department of
agriculture associate professor Dr.
James Rudolph at (502) 762-6925.

Inmates may be shooting
themselves to sue cities
7
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NEW YORK (AP)- Investigators believe inmates in city
jails are shooting themselves so
they can sue the city or get better
accommodations.
The city Correction Department's inspector general has
uncovered as many as 10 such
shootings over the last three
years. The New York Times
reported today.
Investigators believe that in
most cases, the prisoners paid
guards bribes of $1,100 to $7,500
to smuggle in the guns.
"These are self-inflicted or
deliberate shootings to make big

bucks without getting seriously
injured," Inspector General
Michael Caruso said.
Caruso said in each case, the
wounded inmate said he could
not identify the assailant even
though the attack occurred in a
well-lighted area of a maximumsecurity prison. And each inmate
suffered a graze wound in a
fleshy part of the body.
The wounds were either selfinflicted or inflicted by an
accomplice, and the bullets were
often fired through pillows or
towels to muffle the sound and
slow the bullet, Caruso said.

MSU will offer
emergency seminar
"Emergency Response Refresher
Training", a special one-day workshop to assistemergency responders
and hazardous waste workers will
be offered at Murray State University Jan. 20.
The lint of several training opportunities offered during the spring
semester through the Occupational
Safety and Health Training Center,
this COMM includes eight hours of
training to provide emergency responders and hazardous waste
workers with classroom and handson response scenarios.
Dr. Thomas B. Auer, dean, College of Industry and Technology,
expresses that the training workshops are an extension of the partnership shared by Murray State and
this region. He says,"The future of
this region is dependent upon economic development and the vitality

of its industry. Advanced technical
training and advisory services will
ensure that our work force is prepared for global competition and the
challenges of the 21st century. We
are committed to respond to this
challenge by providing quality
training."
The course is limited to 24 participants and will begin at 8 a.m, in
room 1460 of the Martha Layne
Collins Center for Industry and
Technology. There is a $225 fee per
individual. Tuition adjustments are
available for group registration.
Interested persons are encouraged to contact the Department of
Occupational Safety and Health,
College of Industry and Technology, Murray State University, 1
Murray St, Murray, Ky., 420713307; or call (502) 762-3385 for
more information.

County speech team
takes second place
The Calloway County speech
team took second place to Boone
County by an eleven point margin at
the Trinity High School tournament
in Louisville.
Boone County took first with 291
points. Calloway came in second
with 280 points, followed by Murray High with 260 points.
The Laker team had many to
place individually in the tournment.
Those placing in the top three were
Josh Roberts first in extemporaneous speaking; Caleb Brown first
in storytelling and second in htfmourous interpretation; Molly Willis third in humorous interpretation;
Andy Rose third in radio broadcasting; and Melody Parker third in

dramatic interpretation.
Those advancing to the final
round but not placing were Richard
Wilson (dramatic interpretation);
Paige Patterson (poetry); and Tina
Murphy (oratory).
Others assisting were Bill Shaffer, Celena Cooper, Mike Arnett,
Ginger Hicks, Rebecca Tidwell,
Julie Schutt, Melanie Stemmer,
Sarah Walker,Erica Hulse, MacRae
Coleman, Misty Ernstberger, Jared
Lassiter, Mau Perry, Wesley England, Michael Haney, Allison Binford, Sarah Stallons, and Alexia
Shempp.
Next weekend the team will be
competing at the Russellville High
School speech tournament.

named on the Dean's List Logan is new commissioner

Forty-one students from Calloway County have earned recognition on the Murray State University
Dean's List with a perfect scholastic
standing for the 1992 fall semester,
according to records from the data
processing office.

They are Ginger Adams, Regina Anderson, Sandra Anderson, Nancy Annsuong,
Todd Bartlett, Kimberly Berry, Jan Branch,
Dewayne Bucy, Susan Burcham, Dawn
Choate, Christopher Clark, Lori Colson,
Laura Ferguson, William Gradie, Bethany
Hall, Douglas Helmich, Victoria Herndon,
Angela Hoke, Sharyn Hollingsworth, April
Lane, Ttna Lane, Edward Langendorfer,
Candi Mania, Marcy Marine, John
McDougal, Denise Montague, Charles Palmer, Deborah Rabe, Jonathan Rose, Susan
Starks, Laura Stephens,Susan Stilwell,Chad
Stubblefield, Jennifer Stubblefaeld, Carl
Sykes, James Tipton, Melissa %/simmeringot, Patricia Ward, Stefani Weis, Marcia
Westphal and Stacey Woods.
Also on the Dean's List front Calloway
County lac Logan Abbitt, Carrie Adams,
Melesa Adams, Melissa Adams, William
Adams,Susan Aueberry, Lance Balmer, Dal
Barren, Richard Beam, Annetta Bearsby,
Heather Begley, Gregory Bennett, Stacey
Bing, Jessica Birdwell, April Boswell, Deborah Bowles, Headier Boyd, Jennifer Brewer, Liarie Burkeen, Jeffrey Call, Stephanie
Carraway,Jason Carson, Debra Carter,Connie Chen, Maylene Chu, Judy Costello,
Joann Crenshaw, Bart Crum, Christy Cummings, Jeannette Cunningham, Margaret
Dakar°,Christopher Dill,Christopher Douglas, Rodney Douglas, Jeffrey Enoch, Jennifer Fairbanks,Kristen Fairchild,John Fehr,
Jennifer Fehribach, Amy Ferguson, George
Fiduer, Daniel Fleming, David Fleming,
Brent Ford, Erin Friend, Amy Fulum,Jamie
Futrell, Bradley Gallimore, Michelle Gana,

Tammy Garland, Thalia Gibson, Scott Gladen, Laura Greer, Rachel Greer, Amanda
Groves, Patrick Gupton, Jennifer Hamilton,
Susan Harmon, Krysta Harrell, Amy Haynie,
Heidi Hein, Elizabeth Henninger, Kristin
Holtman, Susan Hood, Lisa Hopkins,
Tsaversfeld Houck, Jerry Houston, Tammy
Huff, John Hutson, Angela Johnson, Kristi
Johnson, Bradley Kessler, John Kind, Debra
Ladd, Fetish& Lamb, Flia.aheth Landini,
James Lawson, Kimberly Lehr, Patricia
Martindale, Dale McCallon, Terry McCalIon, Tanya McClard, Robyn Meador, Karen
Mikulcik, Angelis Miller, Dennis Miller,
Mark Miller, Darn Mitchell, Adrienne Mobley, Kimberly Moore, Kathy Musser, Mary
Oakley, Rachel Olson, Maritsa Pace, Natascha Parrish, John Pitman, Danny Pittrnan,
David Pons,Jennifer Price,Tricia Richerson,
Andy Rickman, Diana Ridley, Ray Roberts,
Dianna Robinson, Molly Rogers, Timothy
Sales, Stephanie Sammons, Stephen Sammons, Wendy Scott, Raymond Sheridan,
Staci Shipp, Thomas Shown, Suzanne Simon, Nancy Smith, Wendy Smotherman,
David Snow, Laralee Steinfeldt, Kristy Stephenson, Debra Stinnett, Brittney Stuart,
Laura Swain, Mary Swanson, Steven Swanson, Samuel Taylor, Julie Thomas, Brea
Thompson, Sara Thompetin, Teresa Thurman, Kenneth Thurmond, Linda Thweaa,
Renee Thweatt, Jeffrey Tidwell, Amanda
Tipton, Kristopher Turner, Elizabeth Vaniten, James Walker, Deana Wall, Kathon
Walls, Michelle Ward, Erika Weber, Laurie
Wellinghurst, June West, Amy Westerfeld,
Michelle Westerfeld,Toys Wheatley, Mark
Whitaker, Diana Wicai, Amy Wilson, Michael Wilson, Vicki Yoak, Amy Young and
Bradley Young.

A total of 1,430 undergraduate
students with grade point averages
ranging from 3.30 to a perfect 4.00
are included on the Dean's List.

Contract Bridge

The Hardest Part of the Game
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
+9874
IP 8 6
•8 5 2
Eth K QJ 3
WEST
EAST
•5
10 6 3
K Q 10 4 3
11,A 9 2
•Q 6 4
•J 10 9 7
+8762
4 A 10 5
SOUTH
* AKQJ2
J 75
•A K 3
+94
The bidding:
South West
North East
1+
Pass
2*
Pass
4*
Opening lead-king of hearts.
Good defense issometimes a very
precise undertaking.One false move
and the first thing you know you've
let declarer make a contract that
should go down.
For example,take this deal where
South was in four spades. West led
the king of hearts, East signaling
with the nine, and continued with
the four of hearts to East's ace. Back
came the jack of diamonds,taken by
the ace. Declarer now played the AK-Q of trtunps and then led a club to

of environmental protection
Phillip Shepherd,secretary of the
Kentucky Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet,
and Greg Higdon, deputy secretary
of the cabinet, today announced the
appointment of Bob Logan as commissioner of the Department for
Environmental Protection.
He succeeds Higdon, who has
served also as acting commissioner
of the department since last spring.

Logan, who has been with the
cabinet for several years, was recently moderator of the Technical Advisory Committee that studied alternatives to piping wastewater from
the Jamestown wastewater treatment plant to Lake Cumberland.
He has been deputy commissioner of the department since May
1992.

MEW

Horoscopes
WEDNESDAY,JANUARY 20,1993
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixoti horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE noon. tensions could be brewing
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFEi around home base. Listen carefully
Romance takes on added impor- before making any accusations.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
tance, becoming a major factor in
your overall sense of well-being. Sparked by confidential news or a
Partners may be less conventional whispered comment, a financial
than in the past. Let family members plan gains new support. Go to bat
know what to expect. Although and voice your opinion about a teremployment changes lie ahead this rific money-making idea.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Persummer. your steady performance
and hard work will pay handsome sonal relationships are ultra-sensidividends. Any financial clouds tive this morning. Avoid getting off
should he swept away by the end of on the wrong foot with someone
the ear. A Christmas trip lets you whose cooperation you need. News
from a dear friend lifts your spirits.
end 1993 in high style.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21i:
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: comedian George People find the warmth and good
Burns. film director Federico Felli- fellowship you radiate very attracni. actress Shelley Fabares. comedi- tive. Get out and mingle today.
Striking up a friendship with a
an Arte Johnson.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): prominent individual will have
Share your expertise with a co- many benefits.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
worker and business prospects will
become much brighter. More coop- 21): If your magnetism was working
eration is what is needed. Keep a on all 12 cylinders yesterday, you
low profile if representing someone could be part of a happy new twosome today. If not, it is never too
very influential.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): late: get out and circulate.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
Take advantage of early-morning
support for a special project. Later 19): Look to the future with confion. problems could arise around dence! You are much closer to realyour base of operations. Do not take izing a goal than you know. Use
secret alliances to further your hopes
a chance on your health.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20): and wishes. A compromise resolves
You are in a mood to enjoy greater problems.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
freedom of action now. Do not press
your luck where physical limitations Cheer up! Love is in bloom and all
are concerned. Use your head if your efforts will bring fulfillment.
Try to stay within your budget when
taken by surprise.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): shopping, however. An evening at
Your hunches and enthusiasms are your house or another's could be
directed toward achieving a personal golden.
goal early this morning. Greater
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): A
cooperation will be forthcoming favorable time to buy things for
later in the day. Explore new soft- your home and family. Becoming a
comparison shopper could help you
ware programs.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Friends, save a bundle! Spending more quiet
neighbors and relatives can all be time with a loved one creates deeper
part of a happy event. By early after- rapport.

dummy's"jack. East ducked but declarer continued with the king of
clubs, taken by East with the ace.
East returned the ten of diamonds,but South was in full control.
He won the diamond with the king,
ruffed the jack of hearts in dummy,
and discarded his diamond loser on
dummy's queen ofclubs to bring home
the contract.
It was an undeserved triumph for
declarer. He should have been defeated, and East was the player at
fault. When West led the four of
hearts at trick two (his original
fourth-best heart), East was in position to know (by the Rule of Eleven)
that South had at least one more
heart.
East should therefore have returned his deuce of hearts at trick
three, forcing dummy to ruff. This
play would have knocked South out
of the box.
He can draw trumps and lead a
club to the jack, but all East has to do
TODAY'S CHILDREN are unconventional and intellectual, creative
is to duck the jack, win the next club,
and
openminded. Even so, their heads rule their hearts! Count on these
return a diamond and then wait for
declarer to lose a diamond trick for Aquarians to be more consumed by ideas than by emotions. Independence,
down one. Granted, the deuce of both financial and social, is very important to thee free spirits. Once they
hearts play at trick three does not sense that someone is trying to fence them in, they will bolt. Wise parents
stand out like a sore thumb, but will guide these youngsters with a loose rein, always setting a good example
that's why you so often hear that for them to follow.
t To order a remed and updawd copy of kane Dolon'Y beu-selltn, hook "Yesterday Todso. and Fore% defense is the hardest part of the
et Hoyy Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan." send 58 95 plus SI pouatte and handling
game.
to Down. do Andrews and McMeel. P.O. Bat 419150. Kansas City, Mo. 64141. Make checks aps.e to
Tomorrow: First things first,
Antireyks and McSieel
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Looking Back
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 19, the 19th day of 1993. There are 346
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 19, 1807, Robert E. Lee, the commander-in-chief of the
Confederate armies, was born in Stratford, Va.
On this date:
In 1736, James Watt, inventor of the steam engine, was born in
Scotland.
In 1809, author Edgar Allan Poe was born in Boston.
In 1853, Verdi's opera "H Trovatore" premiered in Rome.
In 1861, Georgia seceded from the Union.
In 1937, millionaire Howard Hughes set a transcontinental air
record by flying his monoplane from Los Angeles to Newark, NJ., in
seven hours, 28 minutes and 25 seconds.
In 1955, a presidential news conference was filmed for television
for the first time, with the permission of President Dwight D.
Eisenhower.
In 1966, Indira Gandhi was elected prime minister of India.
In 1970, President Richard M. Nixon nominated G. Harrold Carswell to the U.S. Supreme Court; however, the nomination was
defeated because of controversy over Carswell's past racial views.
Ten- -years ago: Japanese Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone concluded two days of talks with President Ronald Reagan in Washington
on trade and defense issues.
Five years ago: State Farm Insurance Company in California
announced it had agreed to pay $1.3 million to settle a lawsuit brought
by three women who claimed to have been victims of sexual discrimination while employed by State Farm.
One year ago: Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton drew fire from fellow
Democratic presidential candidates during a debate in Manchester,
N.H. German government and Jewish officials dedicated a Holocaust
memorial at the villa where the notorious Wannsee Conference had
taken place.
Today's Birthdays: Rhode Island Gov. Bruce G. Sundlun is 73.,
Actress Jean Stapleton is 70. Actor Fritz Weaver is 67. PBS newsman
Robert MacNeil is 62. Movie director Richard Lester is 61. Singer
Phil Everly is 54. Actress Shelley Fabares is 49. Singer Dolly Parton
is 47. ABC newswoman Ann Compton is 46. Singer Robert Palmer is
44. Actor Desi Arnaz Junior is 40.
Thought for Today: "Advertising has done more to cause the social
unrest of the 20th century than any other single factor." — Clare
Boothe Luce, American author, politician and diplomat (1903-1987).

Tea years ago
Larry Doyle, a forester for
Tennessee Valley Authority, has
been elected chairman of
400-member Kentucky Tennessee
Chapter of Society of American
Foresters.
R.D. (Dude) McKinney, 74,
died in a fire today at 7 a.m. at
the home of a son.
Mrs. Olga Freeman presented a
program on "Harpers Magazine"
at a meeting of Murray Magazine
Club held at the home of Mrs.
L.J. Hortin.
Murray State University Racers
beat Tennessee Tech 92 to 88 in
a basketball game at Cookeville,
Tenn. Lamont Sleets and Ricky
Hood each got 24 points for
Murray.
In high school basketball
games, Calloway County Lakers
beat Lowes -and Murray High
Tigers beat Mayfield. High team

scorers were Keith Loveu for
Calloway and Jim West for
Murray.
Twenty years ago
Sixteen persons have filed for
office in the May 29 election,
according to Marvin Harris, Calloway County Clerk.
Arrow Patrol of Boy Scout
Troop 77 won first place in the
annual Klondike Derby, sponsored by Four Rivers Boy Scout
Council. Patrol members are John
Hart, Charlie Bazzell, Kent Harmon, Rusty Moore, Don Henry
and Frank Gilliam with Robert
Underwood as patrol leader.
Mary Angela Burkeen and
Gary Dean Wilkins were married
Dec. 26 at St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Paschall
were married for 63 years on Jan.
Births reported include a girl to

Mr. and Mrs. Randell Greenfield,
Jan. 9, and a girl to Jerry and
Debbie Hopper, Jan. 15.
Thirty years ago
Murray-Calloway County
Industrial Foundation has raised
$117,000 through 10 a.m. today.
More money and pledges were
expected. This has been raised in
five days by the 50 teams of two
men each.
Serving as officers of Murray
Rescue Squad are Woodrow
Rickman, Junior Barnett, Flavil
Robertson, Ken Adams, Ralph
Morris, Ben Rogers, Jimmy Garland, Michael Harrison, Leland
Lawrence, Paul Lee and Taylor
Gooch.
Sandra Kay Bedwell and R.
Douglas Wood were married Dec.
30 at Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Western Hilltop-

pen 73 to 70 in a basketball
game.
Forty years ago
Thousands of polio victims are
depending on an all-out 1953
March of Dimes as their only
hopes for getting crippled limbs
back into action, according to
Bob Miller, county campaign
director of 1953 March of Dimes
here.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Latimer,
Jan. 6; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Lawrence, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey Schwitz and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Orr,
Jan. 7.
Mrs. I.Wells Purdom presented
a review of "The President's
Lady" by Irvin Stone at a meeting of Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution held at the
home of Mrs. H.P. Wear.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: We are the parents of five children from 29 to 39
years old — all married with children. My husband and I worked
long hours, seven days a week, in
Our business to provide all of our
children with college educations,
graduation celebrations and beautiful weddings. All of our children are
professionals and we are proud of
them. We have been (and continue
to be very generous to our grandchildren.
When we had profitable years,
we treated the whole family to trips
all over the United States and

Europe. We still host family births
days and anniversaries with gifts
and cakes. We bring back mementos from our trips and buy our
grandchildren clothes and toys.
We are educated, well-dressed,
socially acceptable and live in a nice
neighborhood. We enjoy movies,
football games and concerts.
Now for our problem: We are in
our 60s and not quite as energetic
or financially able to do as much as
we 'once did for our children. We
would appreciate an invitation to
their homes at least once a year.(A
cookout in the back yard with hot

dogs would be tine with us.) They
give parties for their friends — and
even ask to borrow party things —
but we are never invited. (Thai*
God, we hav good friends.)
Do you have a solution for our
problem? They read your column.
Maybe they will get the hint if you
print this. Sign it ... HURT
DEAR HURT: Insensitive
people rarely recognize themselves in my column. The only
solution to your problem is to
get your children together, tell

Daily Comics
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

WELL, BETSEY, I
HEAR YOU'RE A NEW
GRANDMOTHER'

By GARY LARSON

them that you are hurt and tell
them why.
DEAR ABBY: I have this awkward situation. Jill (not her real
name' and I were roommates last
year. We were not the best of
friends when we lived together, and
we have rarely spoken to each other
since.
I heard that Jill is going to
announce her engagement soon,
and I'm afraid she is going to ask
me to be in her wedding, because
she doesn't have any friends who
are closer than me. I really don't
want to be in her wedding. We do
not have that much in common, and
then there is the expense involved,
which I really can't afford at this
time.
Is there a tactful way for me to
turn her down without hurting her
feelings? What excuse can I give?
JUST AN ACQUAINTANCE
DEAR ACQUAINTANCE:
Don't give her an "excuse" —
give her a reason. Tell her the
truth: You can't afford it. There
is no shame in being unable to
afford to be in a wedding party.
* = *
DEAR READERS: Volumes
have been written about democracy, which is defined as "a government in which the supreme
power is vested in the people,
and exercised by them through
a system of representation usually involving periodically held
free elections."
No one said it more eloquently than Sir Winston Churchill
when he wrote in 1944:
"At the bottom of all the tributes paid to democracy is the
little man walking into the little
booth with a little pencil, making a little cross on a little bit of
paper. No amount of rhetoric or
voluminous discussion can possibly diminish the overwhelming importance of the point."

CALVIN and HOBBES
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CATHY
WHERE'S /CARL'S IN THE
MEN'S ROOM, RIP:
THE
ST/1ff ? PING Off HIS SHIRT
AND REPOSITIONING HIS NICOTINE
PATCH ...

Y 15 AN1/410NE
MN'S BOLTED IN HIS OFFICE
FLOSSING... MARGO'S RUNNING DOING ANYTHING
RELATED TO
HER NEW TUAVAY-TONER VIDEO
IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM
WORK??
ED'S IN THE STAIRWELL, DOING LEG. REPS...

CATHY'S 511TING
CERTAINL4,
MR PINKLEY. ON 711E FLOOR IN
HER POWER
1 SUIT POUSH(NG
HER RHONE CORD
WITH WINDOW
CLEANER.

GET THOSE
PAPERS
OUT Of
HERE r
THEY DON'T
mATC,H
THE DECOR!

Dr. Gott
"You're darn lucky, Saunders. ... If that rhino had
really respected you as an enemy, he'd have done
a heck of a lot more than just slap your face."

elek

-L51.

Crosswords

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD
I AM THE MASTER
OF THIS HOUSE
PUE TO MY
SUPERIOR
INTELLIGENCE:

YOUR PANTS ARE
ON BACKWARDS

DAvls 1.10

PEANUTS
I'VE BEEN
UJORRiED ABOUT
YOU..POW ARE
YOU STANDING
THE COLD
WEATHER T.

1 Jargon
5 High
mountain
8 Church part
12 Above
13 Falsehood
14 Tribe
15 Continued
story
17 Be present
19 Halloween
option
20 Peruses
21 Mental
image
23 Helps
24 Unusual
26 Actor
Terence
28 Guido's high
note
31 You and
32 Gratuity
33 — garde
34 Conger

36 Hails
38 Large tub
39 Winglike
41 Roof edge
43 Choir voice
45 Initial
48 Most ancient
50 Woodworker's
tool
51 Employs
52 Conceit
54 Italian
currency
55 Cincinnati
56 "Hi & Lois"
character
57 Easy task:
slang

Answer to Previous Puzzle

1-19 C) 1993 United Feature Syndicate
5 Everyone
6 Roman 51
7 Split — soup
8 Performed
9 "— Don't
Eat the

Daisies"
10 "The —
Pebbles"
11 Terminates
16 The sweetsop
18 Stumble
22 Essence
23 Plentiful
24 Be in debt
25 Billy —
Williams
5 6 7
1
2 3 4
8 9 10 11
27 Be ill
29 Meadow
12
13
14
30 Pismire
35 "The Eagle
15
17
16
•
Has —"
38 Vehicles
19
20
37 Secure
38 Offensive
pemon
21
22
111
40 Clayey earth
24 25
26
28 WIWI 42 Smell bottles
43 "— of Duty"
ill
31
44 Otherwise
33
32
46 Antitoxins
47 Snare
wi
w. 1
34
49 TV's Koppei
il
il
50 Decay
42
41
53 Proceed
Mil
1 Expense
2 Declare
3 Sea nymph
4 Group of
three
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I was told by my
doctor that I have diverticulitis and a
spastic colon. Pain begins in my lower
left side and moves through my whole
stomach area until it becomes unbearable. I'm on Clinoril for abdominal cramps. Is my doctor on the right
track or do you have other
suggestions?
DEAR READER: Diverticulitis, infected sacs in the intestinal lining,
can, indeed,cause repeated attacks of
abdominal pain that can be severe.
Treatment includes antibiotics or surgery(to remove diverticular abscesses that cannot be cured with
antibiotics).
Spastic bowel — or, as it's now
known, irritable bowel — is a more
benign condition, due to malfunction
of the colon. Typically, it causes distension, gas, abdominal cramps and
diarrhea (or constipation). It is treated with anti-spasmodics, such as
Donnatal.
Your doctor has chosen to treat
your symptoms with a pain reliever.
If the Clinoril is effective. I see no
reason why you shouldn't continue it.
However, based on your question. I
must conclude that you're not entirely
satisfied with your present therapy.
Therefore. I recommend that you return to your doctor so that he can revise your treatment. For example, if
infection is present, antibiotics would
be a good choice. If bowel spasm is
the source of your pain. Donnatal or
Libras might be appropriate options.
Should your physician be unable to
bring your intestinal ailments under
control, request a consultation with a
gastroenterologist for a second
opinion.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 72-yearold vibrant woman who feels many
years younger. During the daytime. I
have to urinate every two to three
hours, often with urgency. I then find
myself up several times during the
night with the same-problem. Should
this be pursued or is this normal'
DEAR READER: Your urinary frequency should be pursued; it is not
normal.
Frequent urination can be a symptom of several treatable diseases, including diabetes and urinary infection. These conditions can be
diagnosed by your family physician
using blood and urine tests.
Women do not normally experience
frequent nighttime urination,as do elderly men because of. bladder weakness or overgrowth of the prostate
gland. See your doctor.
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Man takes responsibility
for slaying in suicide note

Obituaries
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Mrs. Jewel Alberta Jones

•

Mrs. Jewel Alberta Jones, 78,
Rt. 1, Hardin, died today at 6:12
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her death followed an
extended illness.
• Her husband, 011ie Dewel
Jones, died in February 1972.
Also preceding her in death were
two sisters, Mrs. Ruth Morris and
Mrs. Eula Grace Parrish, and two
brothers, Barnes W. Burkeen and
Roy Burkeen.
Born in Calloway County in
1914, she was the daughter of the
late Andrew Jackson (Sime) Burkeen and Mary Belle Peeler
Burkeen.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Betty Miller and husband, Ewin, Hardin, Mrs. Joann
Cothran, Grand Prairie, Texas,

•

e

and Mrs. Annette Danner, Savannah, Ga.; one son, Larry Dale
Jones, Ri 1, Hardin; a sister-inlaw, Mrs. Lonetta Jones. Wash.
Ind.; one grandson, Steve Miller,
and one great-grandchild, Aaron
Stephennie Miller, Flemingsburg:
several nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Jones was a member of
Unity Cumberland Presbyterian
Church where the funeral will be
Thursday at 1 p.m. The Rev.
James Lawson and the Rev. Dale
Mathis will officiate.
Burial will follow in Unity
Cemetery with arrangements by
Collier Funeral Home, Benton,
where friends may call after 4
p.m. Wednesday, and after 10
a.m. Thursday at the church.

Hospital.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Mildred Greer, Benton,
Mrs. Georgia Whitter, Jerseyville, Ill., and Mrs. Rita Miller,
Murray; two brothers, Horace
Collins, Benton, and Headley
Collins, Hardin; 24 grandchildren; 49 great-grandchildren; 18
great-great-grandchildren.

Jeddie Boyce Cathey
Services for Jeddie Boyce
Cathey were Monday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral'Home. The Rev. G.T.
Moody and Dr. Greg Earwood
officiated. Music was by Oneida
White, organist and vocalist, and
Jeana Maxey, vocalist.
Active pallbearers were Codie
Caldwell, Steve Carraway, Edgar
Harrell, Charles Overcast, L.D.
Cathey and Gillard Ross. Honorary pallbearers were members of
Baraca-Fellowship Sunday
School Class of First Baptist
Church.
Burial was in Murray Memor-

ial Gardens.
Mr. Cathey, 85, of 1612 Main
St., Murray, died Saturday at 1
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lula Bea Thomas Cathey;
one daughter, Mrs. Reba C. Maxey, Memphis, Tenn.; one sister,
Mrs. Ruth Parker, Murray; four
grandsons, Joseph L. Maxey and
wife, Debbie, Memphis, David L.
Maxey and wife, Sue, Cordova,
Tenn., Daniel T. Maxey and wife,
Stephanie, Jacksonville, Fla., and
Randall Boyce Maxey and wife,
Ashley, Maryville, Tenn.; eight
great-grandchildren.

Inuestments Since 1851

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Joan lad. Ave..----13.78
DJIA Previous Clooe..--327491
Air
BdI South
Briggs & Strattow--.-- 523/4-1/2
Dean Foods..-.---......-Flier PrIce.---.
471/4 3/4
Ford Motor.......—
Gemeral Electric.............645/1 sac
Geaeral Motors...

4

Goodyear......._......6714+14
I B M----.-.--.
logersoll Read---.---.- 3214-1/4
K-Mart-----.--.
K U Emergy.-.—.
28114+14
umc
Kroger
•G &
McDoadds
J.C.
-.---- 7314-3/4
Peoples Firsto.--.........-32B 33A
Quaker Oats...—.-.--..... 63/
3
4+14
Schering-Plough-.
Texaco............_..
Thee Waraer..--............. 32'4+14
Wal-Mart...-...--.

• Hilliard Lyons is a market maker
in this stock.
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

HIWARD
LYONS

Our Best Ini'estuu- nI 14 Yna.
411 INet, IIIL Leek Itt • breet MN re WC

Plomer 0. Futrell, 70, of 405
South Ninth Si, Murray, died
Monday at 9:16 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
An Army veteran of World
War II, he was retired from Murray State University. He was a
Mason and a member of First
United Methodist Church.
Born Oct. 12, 1922, in Model,
Tenn., he was the son of the late
Silas Ivison Futrell and Bertie
Irene Jones Futrell. One daughter,
Dixie Ann Futrell, one sister,
Mrs. Oma May, and one brother,
Bruce Futrell, also preceded him
in death.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Bobbie Morris Futrell, to
whom he was married on March

28, 1948; one daughter, Mrs.
Irene Tucker ankhusband, Randy, Rt. 1, Kirksey; two sons, Dale
Futrell and wife, Denise, Rt. 1,
Hazel, and Bob Olen Futrell,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Oneida
Jones and husband, Owen, Rt. 1,
Gilbertsville; one brother, J.W.
Futrell and wife, Joann, California; five grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday
at 10 a.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Dr. Jerry Jeffords will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 4 to 9 p.m.
Wednesday.

James R. Vaughn

Mrs. Helen Farley
Final rites for Mrs. Helen Farley were Monday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Heyward Roberts officiated.
Burial was in Barnett Cemetery
in Marshall County.
Mrs. Farley, 88, Rt. 2, Benton,
died Saturday at 3:55 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County

Plomer 0. Futrell

Mrs. Olene
Caldwell Fields
Funeral rites for Mrs. Olene
Caldwell Fields were today at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Hornbeak
Funeral Home, Fulton. Dr. Rodger Eakin and the Rev. J.D.
Shipp officiated.
Burial was in Greenlea Cemetery, Fulton.
The family requests that
memorials be made to the Alzheimers Disease and Related Disorders Association.
Mrs. Fields, 72, of 108 Park
Ave., Fulton, died Sunday at
Parkway Regional Hospital there.
Survivors include her husband,
Leon Fields; one son, Mark Caldwell Fiell, Fulton; one sister,
Mrs. Dortha Alderdice, Lynnville; two brothers, Richard Caldwell and Leon Caldwell, Lowes.

The funeral for James R.
Vaughn will be Thursday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
Mark Welch will officiate.
Burial will follow in Benton
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 6 to 9 p.m.
Wednesday.
Mr. Vaughn, 86, of 1616 Main
Si, Murray, died Sunday at 7:25
p.m. at Long Term Care Unit of
Murray-Calloway County

Final rites for Mrs. Willa Bell
Lofton were Monday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of Townsend-Jones
Funeral Home, Providence. Burial was in White Oak Cemetery
there.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home had charge of local
arrangements.

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
*New and Used *Lowest Prices?
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
Owners Gerrald Boyd and Ronnte Winn

WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
753-1111
TIRE

WASHINGTON (AP) — Agriculture Secretary Edward Madigan is leaving behind plans to
close more than 1,200 field
offices and cut the size of the
department's Washington
headquarters.
Madigan scheduled a news
conference today to announce a
final plan for closing field offices
and a blueprint for reorganizing
management of the department.
However, it's up to Congress
and the Clinton administration —
which hasn't said what it will do
with Madigan's proposal. Today
is Madigan's last full day on the
job.
Rep. Mike Espy, D-Miss., told
the Senate Agriculture Committee at his confirmation hearing

that as secretary of Agriculture
he would make a study of plans
to restructure the field offices a
top priority. But he also said
reorganization should start at the
top.
Two weeks ago, Madigan
released a preliminary plan for
closing more than 1,200 offices
of the farmer-service agencies —
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service, Farmers
Home Administration, Federal
Crop Insurance Corp. and the
Soil Conservation Service.
The closings would take up to
three years, and the costs of
restructuring may mean no savings to the department for eight
years.

NURSING HOME
COVERAGE
FREE Help In Claim Filing
For All My Clients

753-7890
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
LOU V. McGARY
The average cost of a nursing home is $1,500 to $2,000 a month. Who will pay
the bill for a nursing home stay for you? Call for free information on custodial,
intermediate, and skilled nursing home coverage.

EVENING SPECIALS
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As Low As
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LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.6tv
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Open: Mon-Fri 7-5 Sat. 8-12

COLORTONE LAUAN 113N12R
ENGLISH CHESTNUT ti3N17R
WHITECAP OAK 1BN2OR
HEARTHW000 OAK A3N2R
SANDSTONE BIRCH S8N4R
PECKY PECAN tEINSR

le,

4:4-

REG..

$7.49
$10.99
$12.49
$11.49
$10.79

$8.69
$12.49
$15.49
$13.49
$12.99
$13.89

$9.79

-1"64r-

U'.2..":.„

TCHING PANELING NAILS

•

890 3
"
••

DECORATIVE SERIES
WALLPAPER 4' x 8' PRINT PANELS
,~11.4.milems.••••

•••=1.111..•

r

CHEYENNE BLUE ItI3N26R
FRENCH CORONET 813N27R
COUNTRY FLAIR 98N34R

REG. $19.96
REG. $16.99
REG. $15.99

$1.59
REYNOLDS
PLANTATION VINYL SIDING
D-4 WHITE

39.95

PER SOUA14
1M-IiTf ONLY

ADDITIONAL COLORS IN STOCK
LNE OF I.00ESSORES a COIL STOCK

PURDOM

ALL SALE ITEMS CASH & U-CARRY

Furniture and Mattress
Murray

$15.79
$13.49
$12.99

\
-----r---Ps DAP
ALL-PURPOSE
CONSTRUCTION ADHESIVE

ce"
NJ

SAVE ON
Every Style
Every Size
Every Firmness
Every Back Supporter'

South 5th

SALE

ScAd

i

pt

202

&ALE ENos 1.26.43

"DECORATE YOUR WALLS INSIDE-OUT'
PANELINQ

VISA-MC-DISCOVER-LAYAWAY

753-2617

VISa-MC-DISCOeltr

In Sets

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

White, Automatic, AM/FM Cassette, Power Locks,

it
iy
.
4RS
,•,•.k„al _

47:0,76.7:40:07,19m.06.0wth4o

*34084

753-1119
41101.1110.......•.... 4111._
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MYERS

A.Vio471/17,170,4,
1 444/04,7017.4*:eit

1989 Chevrolet
Camaro

(Kids Can Est For $1.75 Everyday)
Tuos.-Wod.-Thers.-Sun. 11 a.m. - p.m.
Fr1.-Sat. 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.; Closed don.

719 S. 12th St. (Across from Poggly Wiggly)
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The Finest Steaks & Fish Daily
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PEEL & EAT SHRIMP

Saturday PRIME RIB
Tuesday
FILET MIGNON TIPS
Thursday
BAR-B-Q RIBS
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SundAY

FROG LEGS
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After 4 p.m.

Wednesday

SPRING AIR
BEDDING SALE!
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Hwy. 641 South, Murray
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Mrs. Lofton, 90, West View
Nursing Home, Murray, died Friday at 4:20 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Mable Lovell and husband, Jim, one grandson, Mike
Ingersoll and wife, Judy, and one
great-grandson, Steve Ingersoll,
all of Murray.
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Loretta Jobs Realtors
303 N. 12th St.
(502) 753-1492
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Madigan will announce
plans to close USDA offices
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the text of the note out of concern for family members mentioned in it.
Police said they suspected
Mitchell early on when a woman
who knew him told a friend he
had dade incriminating comments. But the woman proved
uncooperative when approached
by police.

Mrs. Willa Bell Lofton
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Peerless Charm - Brick
Ranch magnificence. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths ... Fireside
cheer, plus a great family
area overlooking a covered
patio. Corner lot on tree
lined
energy
street,
efficient.

Hospital.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Elizabeth Wade Vaughn;
four daughters, Mrs. Ruth Ann
Laver and husband, Mike, Houston, Texas, and Mrs. Lori Powell
and husband, Tony, formerly of
Murray, Mrs. Wanda Lawson and
husband, Will, and Mrs. Beth
Scott and husband, Jim, all of
Rockledge, Fla.; one son, Tom
Vaughn and wife, Beverle,
Northridge, Calif.; eight
grandchildren.

NORTHAMPTON, Mass.(AP)
— A man suspected of murdering
a woman three years ago wrote a
seven-page confession and killed
himself as police closed in on
him.
Kenneth Mitchell. 34, was
found dead Sunday in a Westfield
motel room, his wrists slashed.
At his home, police found a
computer printout in which he
confessed to the 1989 slaying of
Sharon Gallig,an, a 20-year-old
college student stabbed to death
in a car at a shopping mall, police
said Monday.
Investigators said Mitchell
wrote that he was in despair over
personal problems and went to
the mall planning to kill himself,
but instead picked Galligan at
random in the parking lot and
took out his rage on her.
Authorities refused to release
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